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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In 1991 Mark Weiser introduced the concept of ubiquitous computing. He envisioned ubiquitous
computing as a seamless integration of computers into society [Weiser, 1991]. To a lesser
extent, Grid computing has attempted to meet this ideal by enabling the heterogeneous group of
resources comprising a user’s Virtual Organization (VO) to seamlessly and securely work
together. To facilitate convenient access, we adopt the Grid as portal methodology. Grid portals
allow users to unite the power of their entire Virtual Organization under one framework and
provide access to existing Grid services through a secure web interface. In our previous work we
examine a method for extending this framework to resources of varying capabilities [Dooley and
Chatterjee, 2003]. In doing so, we introduce the possibility of needs mismatches in which one
resource requests a service from another resource it is unable to fulfill [Plale and Schwan, 2002].
In the remainder of this chapter, we provide an overview of Grid computing, discuss the Grid as
portal methodology, and present a solution to the needs mismatch problem in the case of SingleCrystal Diffractometer (SCD) datasets from neutron scattering experiments [Dooley and
Chatterjee, 2003].
1.1 Overview of the Grid
As early as 1965 Vyssotsky and Corbató spoke of “a large open-shop computer facility as a
utility like a power company or water company [Vyssotsky, et al., 1965].” They saw an
independent, seamless, dependable source of computing power accessible to its subscribers.
Today their vision is called a computational Grid. The concept of a Grid is not foreign to our
daily lives. For nearly a century the United States has taken for granted the seamless, pervasive
access to resources such as electrical power, gas, water, and sanitation. In the case of the electric
power Grid, when the load at a particular node is high, the Grid compensates by allocating more
power to the demanding node. This power reallocation is not visible to the end user. The user
only sees the effects of the Grid at work.
To carry the utility company analogy a bit further, the electric company “provides power to
billions of devices, in a relatively efficient, low-cost, and reliable fashion…The components
from which the Grid is constructed are highly heterogeneous in terms of their physical
characteristics and are owned and operated by different organizations. Consumers differ
significantly in terms of the amount of power they consume, the service guarantees they require,
and the amount they are prepared to pay [Foster and Kesselman, 1999].” The utility company
gives us a plug and play concept to Grid computing. As long as we can plug into the Grid, we
can access its full potential. The plug does not matter so long as it fits (i.e. follows proper
protocols).
There is not a global protocol for the implementation and development of Grid architecture, but
one effort, the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), under development at the Argonne
National Laboratory, is quickly becoming the de facto standard. Under their Grid architecture,
all entities making up the Grid are viewed as resources. Processors, data repositories, printers,
even clusters of these entities are viewed as abstract resources. Grid resources provide Grid
services. Some services are common to all resources, such as information discovery and
security, while others are specific to the resource, such as database querying.
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Grids are useful because of their ability to give seamless, pervasive access to distributed
resources. Researchers across the globe can share computing power, storage, instrumentation,
etc. through Grid membership or subscription to Grid services.
As of this writing, there are over three-dozen major Grid projects underway [Foster, 2002].
Despite these efforts, Grid computing is still in its infancy. In this section we will examine the
need for Grid computing, the underlying architecture that makes up the Grid, the state of Grid
computing today, and conclude with a look at some current Grid applications, including LSU’s
own Access Grid. The following material borrows heavily from [Foster, et al., 2001][Foster and
Kesselman, 1999] and [Foster, et al., 2002].
1.1.1 The Need for Grid Computing
Distributed computing has existed for decades. Dating back to ARPANET in the 1970’s,
researchers have been looking for ways to pool their resources [Leiner, et al., 2000]. The ways
in which they use these resources are as numerous as the people using them. Environmental,
materials, and flight simulations, radio, telescope, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data
analysis, weather forecasting, and visualization of large data sets are all ways in which scientists
and researchers use distributed computing. Despite these applications, the power of distributed
computing however is still grossly underutilized. Due in large part to the initial investment
required, only a small group of people ever embrace distributed technology. The people who
could use it the most: contractors, industrialists, lawmakers, and engineers, miss the opportunity
to leverage great pools of computing power to designing better houses, factories, roadways, and
bridges [Foster and Kesselman, 1999].
Just as the Internet is more than just surfing, Grid computing is more than just computing power.
It is dependable, seamless, pervasive access to resources and services. It solves the problem of
outdated hardware by shifting the economic model from investment to subscription. What was
once the job of a giant server farm is now transparently distributed across the Grid to a pool of
willing hosts. On site data repositories can be relocated, or done away with completely as
secure, instantaneous access to remote storage is leased from third parties without thought of
maintenance, expansion, or concern for physical space [Foster, 2002].
Business today is switching from a product to a service industry. Companies are willing to
provide the user with the hardware needed to subscribe to their services. “Free phone with
activation.” “$400 rebate on a new Gateway PC with subscription to MSN.” Even IBM provides
hosting for its e-business clients. The need for personal investment is dwindling as the service
paradigm grows. Grid computing provides the means to achieve this end by providing
developers with a platform independent, language independent tool to connect resources safely,
securely, and easily.
One result of restructuring our means of access is the creation of Virtual Organizations (VO).
VO are entities created through sharing relationships which are, “highly controlled, with
resources providers and consumers defining clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is
allowed to share, and the conditions under which sharing occurs [Foster, et al., 2001].” An
example of a VO is the storage provider, cycle provider, and satellite provider employed by a
defense contractor in developing a new tracking system; a group of computer biologists at their
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respective universities collaborating to decode a particular gene; a database warehousing serve
provider, a subscription Linux cluster, and a telescope service provider used by weather
forecasters to track cloud formations over the Pacific Midwestern United States.
The concept of a VO is novel because no single technology today provides the functionality and
easy of use that a VO requires. Internet technologies provide communication and information
exchange, but not coordination of resources. Storage providers and application service providers
allow remote access to their services, but not in a flexible manner [Foster, et al., 2001]. Only
Grid computing can provide the security, functionality, and ease needed to create true VO’s.
1.1.2 Grid Applications
Grid applications generally fall into one of five categories: high throughput, on demand, data
intensive, collaborative, and distributed supercomputing applications. Table 1.1 has a
breakdown of each of these categories.
Table 1.1: Five major classes of Grid applications [Foster and Kesselman, 1999].
Category
Distributed
supercomputing
High throughput

On demand

Data intensive

Collaborative

Examples
Distributed Interactive Simulations
Stellar dynamics
Ab initio chemistry
Chip design
Parameter studies
Cryptographic problems
Medical instrumentation
Network-enabled solvers
Cloud detection
Sky survey
Physics data
Data assimilation
Collaborative design
Data exploration
Education

Characteristics
Very large problems
needing lots of CPU,
memory, etc.
Harness many otherwise
idle resources to increase
aggregate throughput
Remote resources
integrated with local
computation, often for
bounded amount of time
Synthesis of new
information from many or
large data sources
Support communication
or collaborative work
between multiple
participants

Distributed supercomputing uses the Grid to break down a problem that cannot be solved on a
single system. The reasons may be due to overwhelming memory size, computational
requirements, local network limitations, etc. Large simulations often fall into this category
[Foster and Kesselman, 1999].
High throughput applications use the Grid to harvest extra CPU time from idle processors.
Sometimes called “peer-to-peer” computing, these applications originate from a centralized node
and call upon volunteer nodes to reduce the central node’s workload. Some better-known
examples are seti@home, Entropia, and the Condor project. seti@home is a project run by the
Space Sciences Center at the University of California Berkley to search for extraterrestrial life.
Radio signals encoded into digital format are broken into small pieces and downloaded by
volunteers around the world to be processed in the background or when the seti@home
screensaver is active. Depending on the information found in the data, that portion of the radio
signal may be further examined for evidence of extraterrestrial contact. Entropia is a Grid
computing solutions provider whose “fightAIDSathome” project supplies their repository of
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computing power. fightAIDSathome is very similar to seti@home. It uses the volunteer’s extra
CPU time to examine possible AIDS drugs. Results of individual drug simulations are returned
to the central node and examined by experts in the field. The Department of Computer Science
at the University of Wisconson sponsors the Condor project. Condor arose out of the search for
distributed resource management systems. Researchers were looking for a way to provide
distributed allocation and preemptive job submission. From that work sprung research on load
balancing, which lead to the Condor project of today; “Distributively owned computing
environments where owners have full control over the resources they own [Livny, 2002].” Users
submit jobs to the Condor scheduler where a pool of volunteers runs them in a stable
environment.
On-demand applications use Grid capabilities to meet short-term requirements for resources that
cannot be cost-effectively or conveniently located locally [Foster and Kesselman, 1999].”
Applications with high computational needs for a short period of time, such as MRI, Monte
Carlo market analysis software, and batch processing of daily transactions for financial
institutions are all representatives of the on-demand category.
Data intensive applications utilize data from several remote repositories to make new
discoveries. Analyzing shopping trends of Wal-Mart customers who purchase diapers by
accessing data stored in several data warehouses is an example of a data intensive application.
Collaborative applications use the Grid to coordinate resources between coworkers and enhance
human-to-human interactions [Foster and Kesselman, 1999] [Kikuchi, et al., 2002]. An example
is a research group where each researcher has access to the same data, instruments, and
computing power in the weekly meetings. If a discovery is made, each researcher can view the
results of the experiment at the same time and simultaneously view the results with his
colleagues – all while teleconferencing from their respective institutions.
Louisiana State University has recently become a contributing member of the Access Grid (AG).
The AG is a collection of, “Integrated whole room scale visual environments. These
environments consist of group work rooms that have been augmented with multiple displays
including: large-format whole wall displays (e.g. ActiveMural [ANL’s] high-resolution rear
projected tiled display), driven by PC clusters, or multi-processor visualization engines, semiimmersive or immersive displays (Workbenches, ImmersaDesks, CAVEs), multiple desktop
devices, and multiple front projection systems [Stevens, 2000].” The AG allows researchers at
LSU to communicate with researchers at any other nodes of the AG in a real-time visual
environment using PowerPoint presentations, movies, images, etc. thus enabling greater
collaboration in disparate locations.
As stated above, there are several categories of Grid network users. Some of the larger Grid
efforts going on today are listed in Table 1.2 with brief descriptions of their focus.
Table 1.2: Major Grid initiatives in the world today.
Project
Globus
toolkit

Sponsor/Website
Department of Energy (DoE)
http://www.globus.org

Description
Community-based, open-architecture, opensource set of services and software libraries
that support Grids and Grid applications
[Foster, et al., 2002].
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Table 1.2: Continued.
TeraGrid

NCSA
http://www.teraGrid.org

EU
DataGrid

European Union
http://www.eu-dataGrid.org

GriPhyN

DoE
http://www.griphyn.org

Global Grid
Forum

Grid community
http://www.Gridforum.org

NimRod

Monash University
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au
/~davida/nimrod/
University of Wisconson
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/condor/

Condor

Entropia

Private
http://www.entropia.com

Cactus

Various Institutions
http://www.cactuscode.org

Distributed Linux clusters at National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), the
San Diego Supercomputer Center, Argonne
National Laboratory, and the California
Institute of Technology. Capable of nearly 14
teraflops sustained performance [Green,
2001].
Build the next generation computing
infrastructure providing intensive computation
and analysis of shared large-scale databases,
from hundreds of TeraBytes to PetaBytes,
across widely distributed scientific
communities [Draoli, et al., 2001].
The Grid Physics Network (GriPhyN) Project
is developing Grid technologies for scientific
and engineering projects that must collect and
analyze distributed, petabyte-scale datasets.
GriPhyN research will enable the development
of Petascale Virtual Data Grids (PVDGs)
through its Virtual Data Toolkit
Focus on the promotion and development of
Grid technologies and applications via the
development and documentation of "best
practices," implementation guidelines, and
standards with an emphasis on "rough
consensus and running code".
Manage the execution of parametric studies
across distributed computers.
Support High Throughput Computing (HTC)
on large collections of distributively owned
computing resources
Harness and manage the untapped processing
power of desktop PCs within an enterprise
network to process computationally intensive
jobs for business and scientific applications.
Open source problem solving environment
designed for scientists and engineers

1.1.3 The Architecture of the Grid
Over the last 10 years, researchers have argued over the definition of a Grid. They called any
loose collection of resources, from two clusters connected via a high speed ATM network to a
cluster coupled with a remote instrument, a Grid. The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)
formalized the Grid definition with a set of protocols inherent to all Grid implementations
[Foster, et al., 2002]. Ian Foster and his Distributed Systems Laboratory at the Argonne National
Laboratory established the Globus Toolkit as a de facto, open source implementation of the
OGSA. Addressing issues of security, information discovery, resource management, data
management, communication, fault detection, and portability, it is in use in over three dozen
major Grid projects across the world [Foster, et al., 2002].
The OGSA is a set of protocols. These protocols are implemented as services provided to
applications through the Globus middleware. The resources of the network: processors, storage
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devices, printers, etc., all provide services to a local user. These services are supported by
independently designed operating systems, file managers, network tools, etc. The Globus toolkit
provides a way to request these services in a secure, seamless fashion, thereby achieving
platform independence.
There are five layers to the Grid architecture: fabric, connectivity, resource, collective, and
application. They are described below [Foster, et al., 2001].
1.1.3.1 Fabric Layer
The fabric layer ”Provides resources to which shared access is mediated by Grid protocols
[Foster, et al., 2001].” For example, computational resources, storage systems, catalogs, network
resources, and sensors are all possible resources of a Grid. They each provide their own low
level services to local users such as job submission, file updating, network load checks, etc. The
fabric layer abstracts these low level services by providing a protocol through which higher
layers can access them.
1.1.3.2 Connectivity Layer
The connectivity layer “defines core communication and authentication protocols required for
Grid-specific network transactions. Communication protocols enable the exchange of data
between Fabric layer resources. Authentication protocols build on communication services to
provide cryptographically secure mechanisms for verifying the identity of users and resources
[Foster, et al., 2001].”
Transport, routing, and naming are required by the connectivity layer. Protocols are drawn from
the TCP/IP protocol stack. Four features inherent to connectivity are:
•
•
•

•

Single sign on: user is able to log on once and have access to all Grid resources
within their jurisdiction.
Delegation: user must be able to give a program the power to run on the user’s behalf
and, when needed, commission other programs on its behalf to complete execution of
a task.
Integration with local security solutions: membership in the Grid must not necessitate
implementation of system wide security replacements. A user on the Grid must be
able to utilize other Grid resources seamlessly without regard to existing, different
security patches.
User-based trust relationships: access to multiple sites by a single user should not
necessitate those sites coordinate with each other.

Unlike the fabric layer, which resides as a unique entity, the connectivity and resource layers
must be implemented multiple times. For this reason, these components must be relatively small
[Leiner, et al., 2000].
1.1.3.3 Resource Layer
The resource layer “builds on the connectivity layer communication and authentication protocols
to define protocols (and APIs and SDKs) for the secure negotiation, initiation, monitoring,
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control, accounting, and payment of sharing operations on individual resources [Foster, et al.,
2001].” It should be implemented using some sort of Web Service Definition Language
(WSDL) or Simple Object Access Protocol(SOAP) technology [Foster, et al., 2002]. By
utilizing such Web based languages, we achieve platform independence, an underlying principle
of the Grid.
The resource layer is the enabling protocol that allows multiple copies of the same program to be
run on multiple heterogeneous computers. Without the functionality provided here, the Grid
could not extend beyond today’s traditional clusters.
1.1.3.4 Collective Layer
The collective layer “contains protocols and services (and APIs and SDKs) that are not
associated with any one specific resource, but rather are global in nature and capture interactions
across collections of resources [Foster, et al., 2001].” Example services are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directory services: query for resources by name and/or by attributes such as type,
availability, or load
Co-allocation, scheduling, and brokering services: allocation of one or more resources
for a specific purpose and the scheduling of tasks on appropriate resources
Monitoring and diagnostics services: keeping track of resource status
Data replication services: managing VO storage
Grid-enabled programming systems: allow popular programming models to be used
in Grid environments
Workload management systems and collaboration frameworks: provide for the
description, use, and management of multi-step, asynchronous, multi-component
workflows.
Software discovery services: select the best software implementation and execution
platform based on the parameters of the problem being solved.
Community authorization servers: enforces community policies governing resource
access.
Community accounting and payment services: gather resource usage information for
accounting, payment, and/or limiting of resource usage by community members.
Collaboratory services: support the coordinated exchange of information within
potentially large user communities either synchronously or asynchronously.

Collective services may be very general or network specific. They must, however, utilize the
existing connectivity and resource layers to carry out collective services. The collective layer is
the last layer of abstraction before the application layer, and as such, should make use of the
many services already provided it to carry out its own services.
1.1.3.5 Application Layer
The application layer consists of “the user applications that operate within a VO environment
[Foster, et al., 2001].” Existing as the highest level of abstraction in the Grid architecture, the
application layer is implemented by calling on services defined at any layer, often times through
sophisticated frameworks and libraries. The application will perform many common services
without regard to where they come from or how they are executed. For example, an experiment
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run using data from the Aracebo Radio Telescope might query a relational database for
information from a particular chapter of the sky, perform a series of transforms on the data,
visualize the results, and store a log of the session on the local machine. The underlying layers
of the Grid system insure the mechanics of remotely requesting all these services are hidden
from the user. The user need not know how to interface with the telescope’s relational database
in Puerto Rico, nor how to physically distribute and process the data for visualization. Just as the
operating system hides from us the mechanics of reading and writing to local memory, so too do
layers of abstraction in the Grid hide from us these actions.
The implementation details of the application layer are addressed using a language familiar to the
user such as MPICH [Karonis, et al., 2002]. For more information on MPICH see [Allen, et al.,
2001], [Foster and Karonis, 1998], and [Karonis, et al., 2002].
1.2 Grid as Portal Methodology
For Grid technology to gain broad acceptance, the means of accessing Grid services must
become easier. The Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) proposed by the Globus Alliance
extends the concept of Grid services further by defining the interface to call Grid services in the
same manner as web services [Tuecke, et al., 2003]. Already acknowledged in WSDL2.0, the
OGSI abstracts the underlying Grid services, thereby enabling widespread use of published
services. In this section we discuss the applications resulting from this change, and the
challenges faced when providing a large range of heterogeneous resources access to basic Grid
services.
1.2.1 Grid as Portal
An immediate benefit of published Grid services is the appearance of Grid portals. A Grid portal
is a web server providing users authenticated access to Grid services. File manipulation, job
submission, process monitoring, and resource discovery are standard services offered by Grid
portals1. Some examples of existing portals are the Legion Grid Portal [ Natrajan, et al., 2001],
the Astrophysics Portal [Russell, et al., 2002], the University of Houston Campus Grid Portal,
and the GENIUS Grid Portal [Barbera, 2003].
Portals are typically accessed through a web browser and abstract the mechanics of manipulating
Grid resources through a GUI. Grid portals allow users to develop and run compute intensive
applications without being aware of the intricacies of the middleware they utilize. This takes the
focus off the mechanics of the Grid and places it back on the applications.
Further, by making Grid services available through the web, we can extend the scope of devices
capable of using the Grid. Whereas before only desktop and laptop computers could access the
Grid through a secure direct connection such as SSH, now all web-enabled mobile devices can
have access.

1

This differentiates Grid portals from web portals, which only provide authenticated access to
data.
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1.2.2 Feasibility of Providing Real-Time Services Through the Grid
Relying on Grid services for critical applications necessitates Quality of Service (QoS)
guarantees. QoS control can be implemented at several levels in the Grid hierarchy. The Globus
middleware deploys the Globus Architecture for Resource Allocation (GARA) to provide basic
mechanisms for QoS support [Al-Ali, et al., 2002]. This approach is convenient for the user, but
does not guarantee specific user-defined minimum QoS requirements. For such capabilities, we
need to place QoS determination at the application layer. At the middleware level we can use
existing discovery services within different domains to analyze the expected QoS from different
combinations of resources. We then use this information to dynamically allocate resources
providing for an enforceable QoS “contract” [Al-Ali, et al., 2002].
In [Dooley and Chatterjee, 2003] we examined the effects of transmission latency and expected
process execution time on resource allocation in a 10,000 element Grid. We found that pruning
the search space by expected execution times allowed us to find a user-defined optimal solution
faster and more accurately than by pruning by transmission/start latency. This is complementary
to the above research in that we make the decision at the application level thereby leveraging the
service discovery provided by middleware to gain the information needed to create more
efficient allocation graphs. Using Grid portals for all job submissions allows us to abstract job
submission to the application layer and lets the user specify an acceptable QoS level for each job.
1.2.3 Grid Service Discovery
An important issue faced when using service discovery techniques such as those in [Natrajan, et
al., 2001], [Al-Ali, et al., 2002], and [Foster, et al., 1999] is that of choosing an appropriate
service from the set of all available services. Grids provide a wide range of resources access to
the same data. Choosing the wrong service can create a needs mismatch and waste both time and
resource utilization when the desired result is not returned to the client. It is conceivable that an
ImersaDesk, a desktop PC, and a Palm Pilot all request views of the same data at the same time.
In the case of the ImersaDesk, extensive processing and rendering of the data is required before
the result is passed on to the console; similarly with the PC. The PDA, however would not know
what to do with a high resolution 3D image and more than likely could not store the entire image
in memory. Thus, it is important to know which resource is requesting a service.
Bagrodia, et al. [2003] address the problem of migrating data between nomadic users within their
VO. They provide a middleware solution for session transfer between heterogeneous resources
in the case of mobile internet applications. Their work is complementary to our own in that it
assumes the user is capable of viewing/processing the data on all their devices. We focus on
providing data which can be view in multiple forms by widely varying, disparate resources. Our
QTD algorithm overcome the needs mismatch problem by providing a dynamic service
determined by client capabilities, rather than assuming the client will provide sufficient resources
to request the service.
1.3 Addressing the Needs Mismatch Problem
In this dissertation we address the needs mismatch problem in the context of neutron scattering
data from the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
in Chicago, Illinois. One instrument used by the Physicists at the ANL is the Single Crystal
9

Diffractometer (SCD). Current SCD datasets are roughly 25MB in size, however with the
opening of the new Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) in 2006, the datasets will increase to roughly 1GB in size. Scientists around the world
will need to view the results of experiments run on the SNS, however due to large memory
requirements, few will be able to visualize data of this size. Due to the limited capabilities of the
user’s hardware, standard lossless methods are not applicable to our problem. Compressing the
original dataset is not an option if the user does not have enough memory for decompression.
In this dissertation, we present a dynamic, lossless compression technique based on a Quadtree
Data Dictionary (QTD). To test the performance of the QTD in a prototype application, we
extend the Integrated Spectral Analysis Workbench (ISAW) developed at the IPNS into a mobile
Grid application, Mobile ISAW. We compare our QTD algorithm with several existing
compression techniques on ISAW’s Single-Crystal Diffractometer (SCD) datasets. We then
extend our QTD algorithm to a distributed setting and examine its effectiveness on the next
generation of 1GB SCD datasets. In both settings, our QTD algorithm performs no worse than
existing techniques while providing a logarithmic number of approximations to the original
dataset at worst-case savings of 8:1.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related work. Chapter 3 discusses
our prototype application, Mobile ISAW. Chapter 4 presents our Quadtree Dictionary algorithm
in a serial and distributed setting. Chapter 5 details how we resolve needs mismatches using our
QTD. Chapter 6 contains experimental results. Chapter 7 contains concluding remarks and
future areas of research. We include user response in appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2 RELATED RESEARCH
Needs mismatches are a common problem in computer science. SQL and XML handle data
mismatches in databases and metadata [Groff, et al., 2002][Harold and Means, 2002]. Beth Plale
discussed the more general case of data mismatches between resources streaming data to one
another [Plale and Schwan, 2002]. None of these solutions address the situation where there
exists a fundamental disparity between resources in the amount of data they can handle. Our
focus is on enabling an all-or-nothing request for a dataset where the requesting resource is
inadequately equipped to store, view, or process the data.
Though there has been extensive work on pattern recognition and feature extraction [Jain, et al.,
2000], to our knowledge, no one has dealt with the problem of reducing SCD datasets. Due to
the random size, shape, and frequency of burst areas, templates cannot be used. Statistical
analysis provides another possible approach, however as we note in chapter 4, it tends to
normalize the data, which is not desirable.
Treating datasets as tables in a database, where each area detector is a record, and each time
interval is a table field, could allow us to apply histogram-sampling techniques such as
[Garafalakis and Gibbons, 2001]. However using this approach forces us to deal with a problem
space over a 100D in size, which is costly to solve and difficult to assess. As well, using
traditional information retrieval (IR) techniques such as approximation querying and random
sampling [Jain, et al., 2000] cannot be applied across columns because time must be preserved to
provide meaningful datasets to the user and assure scalability to real time visualization of
experimental runs.
The high amount of redundancy in the dataset makes the use of data dictionaries an attractive
choice to reduce the size of the dataset. The concept of a data dictionary is not new. Ziv and
Lempel first proposed the use of a data dictionary in [Ziv and Lemple, 1977]. Our method
differs from the standard LZ compression algorithm in that we are able to include spatial
information in our dictionary by fixing the size of its entries. Binary, Quad, Oct, B, and R-tree
structures have all been used to represent 2D and 3D datasets. We are not concerned with
insertion and update speed because our focus is the analysis of static, multidimensional data.
Further, we wish to utilize a hierarchical representation of the datasets. Thus, quadtrees and
octrees are best suited for our purposes. We chose to use a quadtree because of the temporal
independence of our data. A popular quadtree approximation technique can be found in
[Pinskiy, et al., 2000].
Our QTD differs from existing quadtree approximation techniques in that it removes all
redundancy from the tree by assigning each tree node to an entry in a minimal dictionary. In this
manner, all duplicate subtrees in the quadtree are eliminated, thereby saving space without loss
of precision. More information on quadtrees can be found in [Gaede and Günther, 1998].
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CHAPTER 3 TESTBED — MOBILE ISAW
For the last five years, the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) division of the Argonne
National Laboratory in Chicago, Illinois has developed a “Network-based, browser-oriented, and
platform-independent system for instrumentation control and data reduction/visualization …of
neutron scattering experiments” called the Integrated Special Analysis Workbench (ISAW). The
ISAW reads data from NeXus files and IPNS run files, and visualizes, merges, and sorts data
from separate measurements.
The need for ISAW arose from the IPNS experiment itself. The scientists needed a way to view
the large amounts of data generated by each experiment, so they created an Image Viewer to
display their run files. Once they viewed the data, they wanted to manipulate the data in various
ways, so they expanded the Image Viewer into the ISAW. Today the ISAW provides eight
different views of experimental data, a scripting feature to allow batch processing of multiple run
files, and over 30 different ways to manipulate the data.
One of the design goals of ISAW was to make it broad enough to be used by researchers with
different data and analysis needs, while still maintaining the core functionality required by the
scientists at the IPNS. To these ends, they chose Java as their implementation language. The
benefits of using Java are twofold. First, the scientists at the IPNS were able to allow researchers
to add their own attributes and operators to the workbench without changing its original nature.
This author spent two months with the IPNS group at the Argonne National Laboratory
developing a contour viewer for the ISAW. Since all operators are derived from one main
Operator class, they can be written and added simply by following the abstract Operator class
template. Attributes are generic objects and, as such, can be initialized and added to Data
objects, which make up the DataSets displayed in the viewers.
The second benefit of using Java was that it made ISAW completely portable. The Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) eliminates the need to recompile code on different platforms with different
compilers. The JVM abstracts all porting issues. Thus, scientists can implement the file
structure, character set, graphics packages, etc., without concern for the platform on which the
ISAW will run.
In chapter 1, we stated that the problem we address is the needs mismatch problem in the case of
SCD datasets. An acceptable solution must, therefore, enable users with a wide range of device
capabilities to view SCD datasets. Currently, the entire ISAW package installs at roughly 20MB
without any sample run files. Installing it on nearly any of today’s mobile devices is completely
impractical. Further, the notion that a mobile device would need to support such an application
is not justified. By no means should we expect these devices to store the same amount of data
and perform the same amount of work as their static counterparts. We cannot expect a 15MHz
PDA to process a 2.5MB file requiring upwards of 8.25Mflops every time we want see a run file
or to process 2 1.5MB files requiring upwards of 20Mflops every time we want to compare two
run files.
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We must define a range of services commensurate with the mobile device’s abilities in order to
allow the device to provide its user with the information he/she needs in a manner suitable to the
device. In this chapter we present Mobile ISAW, our prototype application. The following
sections will discuss the IPNS data, provide further justification for Mobile ISAW, list
requirements for such a tool, and the implementation details of our prototype application.
3.1 IPNS Data
The IPNS at the Argonne National Laboratory is a high-energy physics experiment providing
megabytes of data in the form of run files. Run files are stored in their own unique format and
can only be read by the ISAW. Naming conventions list the instrument type (Single Crystal
Diffractometer (SCD), Special Environment Powder Diffractometer (SEPD), Glass, Liquid, and
Amorphous Materials Diffractometer (GLAD), etc.), followed by a job ID (an incremental
counter storing the total number of jobs that have been run by a particular instrument since it
came online), and a .run extension. Table 3.1 has a list of sample file names for each instrument.
Figure 3.1: Example run files of the IPNS data for each instrument available at the Argonne
National Lab in Chicago, IL.
File Name
Instrument
chex0125.run
glad7251.run
gppd17281.run
hrmecs0023.run
hipd19008.run
lrmecs4247.run
posy12711.run
posy210108.run
qens5376.run
sad1205727.run
sand17521.run
scd07614.run
sepd19262.run

Chemical Excitation Spectrometer Glass, Liquid, and Amorphous
Materials Diffractometer
Glass, Liquid, and Amorphous Materials Diffractometer
General Purpose Powder Diffractometer
High-Resolution Medium-Energy Chopper Spectrometer
High Intensity Powder Diffractometer
Low Resolution Medium Energy Chopper Spectrometer
Polarized Neutron Reflectometer
Unpolarized Neutron Reflectometer
Quasielastic Neutron Spectrometer
Small-Angle Diffractometer
Small-Angle Neutron Diffractometer
Single Crystal Diffractometer
Special Environment Powder Diffractometer

Each run file contains the time scale, number of collisions at each time increment, position
information, etc. for each detector. When the ISAW loads this run file, it becomes a DataSet
object. Since many detectors will not record any hits for a particular time interval, detectors are
grouped by proximity to provide more meaningful results in the DataSet object. The files
themselves may be from live or archived experiments, so the ISAW necessarily supports realtime streaming updates of experimental data. Thus it is possible to view data as it is generated.
In Figure 3.1 we see a snapshot of the ISAW ImageView viewer. We can see that the viewer
shows the value of each group at every time interval as both a spectral and 2D plot. As well, we
see from the spectral key that blue indicates higher intensity and thus more hits at a specific time
interval while black and gray indicate lower intensity and thus fewer hits at a specific time
interval; red falls roughly in the middle. Physicists at IPNS search for patterns of colors to
determine characteristics of the material. In this particular run file, we see the detectors
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partitioned into four groups by the ISAW. This is apparent in the four groups of vertical line
segments along the vertical (detector) axis.

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the ISAW ImageView viewer. The horizontal axis represents time
and the vertical axis represents groups of detectors.
3.2 The Need for Mobile ISAW
Leonard Kleinrock used the phrase nomadicity to describe the movement of people from place to
place while staying connected to resources at each location [Kleinrock, 2000]. As nomads, we
are often separated from our offices, our homes, and thus our connections to essential tasks.
Mobile ISAW represents a solution to nomadicity while simultaneously ensuring security and
ubiquitous connectivity and enabling seamless, scalable access to resources within the confines
of a service paradigm. Through Mobile ISAW we provide complementary functionality to the
original workbench by integrating client capability aware content delivery to extend a subset of
ISAW’s capabilities to mobile devices.
We chose to extend the ISAW for two reasons. First because the scientists using the ISAW are
fundamentally nomads as they must be both on site in the laboratory and in their offices
throughout the day. Time spent traveling is time lost validating data, which could mean
thousands of dollars if an errant experiment is not detected quickly. Mobile ISAW allows
scientists to monitor the status of their experiments while in transit from the laboratory to their
offices, away at conferences, or in meetings.
The second reason we chose to extend the ISAW was because the author is familiar with the
ISAW from prior experience. Having assisted in developing a contour viewer for the ISAW with
the IPNS, the author saw first hand how the ISAW could extend to Mobile ISAW. The use of
Java makes the translation between wired and mobile platforms straightforward. The design of
the ISAW is based on services requests from the workbench such as different views of the
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datasets, dataset manipulations, or batch execution of scripts. Also, since the core functionality
of the ISAW was dataset visualization, our client capability aware content delivery method was a
natural fit.
3.3 Mobile ISAW Requirements
To enable mobile access to experimental runs, Mobile ISAW must define a limited range of
services, deliver client-specific content, and provide secure, scalable access to resources. Other
practical concerns are application speed, memory consumption, and display restrictions.
Defining a range of services is the most important step in designing an appropriate Grid
computing application2. Providing too many services will bog down weak resources and
essentially reproduce the original application, providing too few services will render the
application useless. In this dissertation, we include the core functionality of the ISAW, the
ImageView viewer, for all run files, and leave the support of other viewers as an area of future
research.
When the new Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory opens in
2006, today’s desktop PC’s will not be able to process the completed IPNS run files alone. Our
DQTD algorithm will encode each Gigabyte run file in a QTD at a savings no less than 8:1.
Users will be able to encode, traverse, and view the original datasets at a level of approximation
determined by the capabilities of the resources used to request the service. Further, by restricting
job submission and data access to an authenticated Grid portal, we can ensure secure, scalable
access to resources.
3.4 Implementation Details
Using a Grid portal, a user requests a service. The service is a series of filtering applications on
the dataset, one to format the run file, one to perform the QTD encoding algorithm, and one to
perform the QTD decoding algorithm. The translation phase converts the run file from IPNS
format to text format. The QTD encoding phase creates the dictionary, and the decoding phase
traverses the dictionary and creates an ISAW dataset for viewing. We determine the resulting
dataset size using the QoS rating of the client device as presented in chapter 7. The
approximation dataset is then sent to the client resource for viewing. The final output of Mobile
ISAW is the visualization of a small run file by a lightweight ImageViewer application written in
Java. One key requirement we make of all devices running Mobile ISAW is that they are Java
enabled.

2

We are speaking of application services provided to the user, rather than Grid services provided
to the application.
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CHAPTER 4 A QUADTREE DICTIONARY (QTD) APPROACH TO
MULTI-RESOLUTION COMPRESSION
We have developed a novel lossless multi-resolution compression technique using a Quadtree
Data Dictionary that allows for 8:1 compression in the worst case. Our method is novel in its
ability to maintain spatiotemporal relationships between detectors and groups of detectors
without loss of data. In this chapter we examine the advantages and disadvantages of
compression and approximation in the context of this dissertation, examine the characteristics of
our sample datasets, describe our QTD algorithm in both a serial and distributed setting, and
analyze how our QTD method compares with other reduction techniques.
4.1 Compression vs. Approximation
In chapter 1 we stated that we could not use standard lossless compression techniques because
the user may not have enough memory for decompression. It is due to our requirement that all
resources be able to use the resulting data that lossless wavelet transforms and LZ compression
are not effective solutions. In chapter 2 we stated that techniques such as statistical analysis and
database sampling caused problems such as distorted dataset representation and increased
problem size. In order to benefit from the advantages of lossless compression and the flexibility
of approximation, we first develop a DQTD algorithm in a sequential setting, SQTD, discussed
in 4.3.6.
4.1 Dataset Analysis
We conceptualize SCD datasets as a 3D array of integer values representing the number of
neutron impacts at a unique area detector, time interval combination. The values form an Nr x Nc
x Nt matrix denoted,
M( 3) ( N r ,N c,N t )

(4.2.1)

where Nr is the number of rows of detectors in the instrument, N c is the number of columns of
detectors in the instrument, and Nt is the number of time intervals in the experimental run. We
† M(3) as
denote an individual entry of
M( 3) (i, j,k ) ,

(4.2.2)

the number of impacts at the detector in row i and column j, at time k, where i = {1,2,...,Nr}, j =
{1,2,...,Nc}, and k = {1,2,...,Nt}. We often arrange the N d = N r N c detectors in one dimension
according to row-major, or †
natural ordering. The natural ordering of a set of 2D points is a
mapping from (a,b) Æ (c ) such that
†
f ( a,b) Æ (( a * b) + b)
†
where a,b Œ I. We express this view of the dataset as an Nd x Nr matrix,
†
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(4.2.3)

M( 2) ( N d ,N t ) ,

(4.2.4)

where we denote each individual entry as
†

M( 2) ( j,k ) ,

(4.2.5)

and j = {1,2,...,N d}, and k = {1,2,...,Nt}, the number of impacts at detector j at time k. When
context allows, we will omit the superscripts and refer to the above matrices as M( N r ,N c,N t ) and
†
M( N d ,N t ) .

†

We define the set of different values M( j,k ) takes on to be U, the set of all unique values in the
†
dataset. Specifically,
†

I IM( 2) (N d ,N t ) = U

(4.2.6)

NU, then, is the number of unique values in the dataset. The exact values of Nr, N c, N t , and NU
vary by instrument, however patterns exist in the last two generations of SCD datasets that help
†
us predict the characteristics
of future SCD datasets. In the next two sections we use these
patterns to extrapolate the characteristics of the Gigabyte datasets produced when the SNS opens
in 2006.
4.1.1 Characteristics of Existing SCD Dataset
We are currently in the second generation of SCD instruments at the IPNS. The first generation
produced datasets of size Nd = 7225 and Nt = 120. The detectors were arranged in a square array
of 85 detectors per side, thus Nr = N c = 85. Nu ª 97, and the value distribution followed a steep
inverse curve such that 99.9% of all the values in the dataset took on 7 unique values. Further,
54.2% of all the values in the dataset took on the value 0, meaning there were no impacts at a
given detector at a given time. These values were collected as averages from a sample of
existing datasets.

Figure 4.1: Plot of unique value distribution for existing SCD datasets. Values take on
exponential curve distribution through the first 10 values, and a power curve distribution for the
rest.
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In figure 4.1, we see a distribution plot of the number of occurrences of the set U. We see that
for small indices, i.e. i < 7, the distribution is exponential
P(i)
2.956x10 7

= 10-0.72055i

(4.2.7)

and for larger indices, 10 < i < 102, the distribution follows an inverse curve.
†

P (i) =

4390.4
i1.6818

(4.2.8)

The second generation of SCD instruments produced datasets of size Nd = 22500 and Nt = 272.
The detectors were again arranged
in a square array of 150 detectors to a side, thus N r = Nc =
†
150. The value distribution was steeper in these datasets despite the appearance of more unique
values such that 99.9% of all the values in the dataset took one of 5 of the Nu ª 235 unique
values. As before, one unique value dominated the dataset. The value 0 accounted for 75.1% of
all values in the dataset. These values, like the first generation values were collected as averages
from a sample of existing datasets.
4.1.2 Characteristics of Future SCD Datasets
If we accept the current and past datasets to be indicative of future datasets, then we can make
the following assumptions about the Gigabyte datasets produced by the SNS at the ORNL.
ß
ß
ß

Assumption 1: Nt << Nd
Assumption 2: N d Œ I +
Assumption 3: the number of detectors and time intervals will increase between
generations.
†

We use assumption 3 to make an assertion about the value distribution as instrument size
increases.
Proposition: As the number of detectors increases, the set of unique values will take
on a frequency distribution no less biased than current datasets.
Proof: Suppose that we perform the same experiment on two instruments, A and B.
Assume the neutron impacts occur at the exact same physical locations on both
instruments. Further, suppose the instrument used in experiment B was s times as
dense as the instrument used in experiment A. Let Q be a mapping such that
Q(M A (i, j,k )) Æ W

(4.2.9)

†
We know that if M A (i, j,k ) = 0, no impacts occurred at detector ( i, j) in instrument A,
thus
†
" M B ( l,m,k ) Œ W , M B ( l,m,k ) = 0
(4.2.10)
†
†

†
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and further that if M A (i, j,k ) = 1, only one impact occurred at detector (
i, j ) in
instrument A, thus only one impact can occur in any of the W detectors in instrument
B. Thus,
†

$! M B ( l,m,k ) = 1
†

and
†

$ W -1 different M B ( l,m,k ) = 0

(4.2.11)

(4.2.12)

From Eq. 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 we see that as we increase the number of detectors, the
distribution of 0’s and 1’s will be at least as skewed as it is in existing distributions.
† values greater than 1.
Now we consider
If M A (i, j,k ) > 1, then we define a set w Õ W such that
" M B ( l,m,k ) Œ w M B (l,m,k ) ≥ 1
†

(4.2.13)

†

and
†

Â M B ( l,m,k ) = M A (i, j,k )

(4.2.14)

From section 2.1 we know the vast majority of all values in a dataset are one of the
first x unique values. We consider each boundary condition of M A (i, j,k ) in turn as
†
Nd B Æ •.
Case 1: If M A (i, j,k ) Œ (1, x ] then no new unique values
† can be introduced because
(1, x ] Œ U. Thus, W Œ U, and our original distribution does not decrease in bias.
Case 2: If M A (i, j,k ) > x then two situations can occur:

†

†
†

†
†

ÏM B ( l,m,k ) < M A (i, j,k )
w >1
Ì
M B ( l,m,k ) = 1
w = M A (i, j,k )
Ó

(4.2.15)

In the first situation at most w new unique values can be added and the number
of 0’s occurring in instrument B will increase by W - w . In the second situation,
†
no unique values will be introduced. The number of 1’s occurring in instrument
B will increase by w , and the number of 0’s occurring in instrument B will
†
increase by W - w . In both situations, the value distribution of the first x unique
†
values will not decrease.
†
Thus, as the number of detectors increases, the distribution of the most commonly
† unique values will not decrease, and while the number of the remaining
occurring
unique values may increase, it will not adversely affect the distribution of the most
commonly occurring values.
This condition is sufficient to guarantee our assertion about future dataset size:
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Assertion 1: As the number of detectors increases, the resulting value distribution will
remain at least as skewed as existing distributions with the majority of values taking
on just a few unique values.
4.2 Approximation Techniques
In this section we examine several different approximation techniques and their expected
performance on current SCD datasets. We first look at a lossy 2D Haar Wavelet Transform
where detector information is preserved and temporal information is compressed. Next, we look
at a Group Reduction technique which pairs up spatially related detectors to reduce overall
dataset size while still maintaining temporal information. Third we look at a double pass
statistical reduction of the dataset. Fourth we look at an adapted thresholding technique. Fifth
we examine a quadtree approximation of the dataset, and lastly we present our QTD approach for
minimizing redundancy while ensuring lossless compression.
4.2.1 Lossy Haar Wavelet Transform (WT)
Our first approximation scheme uses a lossy Haar Wavelet transform as described in [Polikar,
2000] and [Stollnitz, et al., 1995] to compute the pair wise running average of impacts over the
life of an experiment. We consider the matrix M(2) as a vector consisting of Nd rows,
È m1T ˘
Í T˙
m2 ˙
( 2)
M =Í
,
Í M ˙
Í T ˙
Îm N d ˚

(4.3.1)

where the ith element, mTi = (mi1 ,mi 2,L,miN t ), is the transpose of the vector that contains
measured values at the ith detector. We define a linear transformation, W, as
†
Èmtrend ˘
W 0mi = Í iflux ˙ ,
Î mi ˚

†

†

Nt

(4.3.2)

where
†

mtrend
i

È mi1 + mi 2 ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m +m ˙
i4
Í i3
˙
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
m
Í i ,N t-1 + mi ,N t ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

and
†
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(4.3.3)

mflux
i

È mi1 - mi2 ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m -m ˙
i4
Í i3
˙
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
Í mi ,N t-1 - mi,N t ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

(4.3.4)

1
are the trend and flux of the original vector. The coefficient of
is used to preserve the energy
2
†
of the original data. This is crucial when physicists at the IPNS perform volume analysis on the
SCD datasets. By maintaining the energy of the dataset, we can ensure a closer approximation to
the volume of the original dataset.
†
We recursively apply the linear transformation as
W l LW1W 0mi ,

(4.3.5)

N
where the linear operator, Wl, is identical to W0 but only applies to the first lt elements of the
2
† compression routine, we keep the Haar Basis and throw away the
vector. Since we want a lossy

detail coefficients leaving us with a vector half the size of our original, while still maintaining
much of the original information.
†
We also define
T( 2) ( N d ,N t ) ,

(4.3.6)

to be our time vector corresponding to the impact vector of Eq. 4.2.4. We chose to maintain the
minimal value of a time pair in each step rather than applying a transform for implementation
† in which ISAW saves datasets. We consider the matrix T(2) to
reasons dealing with the method
be a matrix of N d row vectors such that
È t1T ˘
Í T˙
t2
( 2)
T =Í ˙
ÍM ˙
ÍT ˙
Ît N d ˚

†

(4.3.7)

Thus, the first trend of our time vector is:
†
t trend
j

where V0 is the

È t j1 ˘
Í
˙
t j3 ˙
Í
= V0 t j =
,
Í M ˙
Í
˙
Ît j ,N t-1 ˚

Nt
N N
xN t matrix. We similarly define V1,V2 ,K,Vj where Vj is a j+1t x jt matrix.
2
2
2

†
†

(4.3.8)
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†

†

4.2.1.1 WT Algorithm
Figure 4.2 contains the pseudocode for our lossy Haar Wavelet Transform algorithm (WT). For
the algorithm below and the rest of the algorithms in this chapter, we assume the dataset M, the
number of detectors, Nd, and the number of time intervals, Nt, are globally known.
The WT algorithm transforms the impact vector of each detector in turn as it performs the outer
loop. At the end of each iteration, the impact vector of each detector is half as large as it was
before the transformation. To adjust the time vector to reflect this change, we maintain the time
value of the latter occurring impact value. The outer loop repeats iterations times, where
iterations is a user-defined parameter bounded by (log 2 N d ) . We present the pseudocode for our
WT algorithm in figure 4.2.
WT(iterations)
for i = 1 to iterations
for j = 1 to Nd
counter = 1
for k = 1 to Nt step 2

†

M( j,k) + M( j,k + 1)
2
T( j,counter) = T( j,k + 1)

M( j,counter) =
counter++
endfor
endfor
†
N†
t = counter - 1
endfor
end

Figure 4.2: 1D lossy Haar Wavelet Transform algorithm.
4.2.1.2 WT Algorithm Analysis
Performing the inner loops requires a single pass through the dataset. We perform this in
Q( N d N t ) . For each successive transformation on a detector, we reduce N t by one half. Thus our
expected compute time is:
log N t
Ê
1ˆ
QÁ N d N t Â i ˜
Ë
i= 0 2 ¯

†

†

(4.3.9)

Eq. 4.3.9 is a geometric series bounded by
†

Q( N d N t ) .

(4.3.10)

4.2.1.3 WT Algorithm Concerns
†
One concern with our WT algorithm
is that, in practice, the resulting file size does not reflect the
reduction in data block size. In the original dataset, our time scale was stored as a function. The
starting time, end time, and number of intervals was the only information stored. Whenever a
time scale was needed, it was computed on the fly using these values. When we changed the
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time scale, we could no longer make this calculation, and therefore had to store the entire
adjusted time scale, rather than parameters for a function, in every data block. This added
storage becomes less significant as the number of reductions increases, however in all but the
most trivial cases it always increases the size of the dataset noticeably above what one would
expect it to be.
4.2.2 Group Reduction (GR)
Group reduction reduces the dataset by combining pairs of spatially related groups of detectors to
create a new representative group detector. Group reduction is similar to a 1D Haar Wavelet
transform along the detector axis rather than the time axis. The main difference being that, with
Group reduction, we do not maintain the magnitude of the original dataset.
Consider again the matrix M(2) as a row vector consisting of Nt column vectors,
M( 2) = [n1

n2 L n N t ] .

È m1k ˘
Í
˙
m2k ˙
†
Í
However, this time let the kth element, nk =
, be the vector that contains
Í M ˙
Í
˙
Îm N d ,k ˚
values at the kth time interval. We define a linear transformation, G, as
†

Èntrend ˘
G0nk = Í kflux ˙ ,
Î nk ˚

(4.3.11)

Nd measured

(4.3.12)

where
†

ntrend
k

È m1k + m2k ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m +m
˙
3k
4k
Í
˙,
=
2
Í
˙
M
Í
˙
Í m N d-1 ,k + m N d ,k ˙
Î
˚
2

(4.3.13)

nflux
k

È m1k - m2k ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m -m
˙
3k
4k
Í
˙,
=
2
Í
˙
M
Í
˙
Í m N d-1 ,k - m N d ,k ˙
Î
˚
2

(4.3.14)

and
†
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are the trend and flux of the original vector. As we stated above, we use a coefficient of 2 rather
than

1
2

as we did in the SW algorithm. We recursively apply the linear transformation as
Gl LG1G0nk ,

(4.3.15)

†

Nd
where the linear operator, G l is identical to G 0 but only applies to the first
elements of the
2l
† compression routine, we keep the Haar Basis and throw away
vector. Since we desire a lossy

the detail coefficients leaving us with a vector half the size of our original, while still
maintaining much
Our time scale remains unchanged.
†of the original information.
†
†
4.2.2.1 GR Algorithm
The GR algorithm is similar to the WT algorithm applied between detectors rather than between
time intervals. Thus, as we proceed through the outer loop, we compute the running average of
detectors j and j+1 for all N t time intervals before moving onto detectors j+2 and j+3. The
reduction is performed in situ, so we prune the remaining detectors from the end of the dataset.
At the end of the loop, we reset N d to the size of the newly reduced dataset. As before, the outer
loop executes a user-defined number of times determined by the iterations parameter. We
†
present the pseudocode
in figure 4.3.
GR(iterations) †
for i = 1 to iterations
for j = 1 to N d by 2
counter = 1
for k = 1 to Nt

†

M( j,counter) =

counter++
endfor
endfor
for
† j = counter + 1 to N d
remove detector mj
endfor
N d = counter
endfor
†
end

M( j,k) + M( j + 1,k)
2

Figure 4.3: Group reduction algorithm.
†
4.2.2.2 GR Algorithm Analysis
The expected running time of our GR algorithm is the same as for the WT algorithm, however
this time the geometric series is generated by the ND term rather than the Nt term. Each pass of
the outer loop requires a single pass through the current dataset. This takes
log N d
Ê
1ˆ
QÁ N t N d Â i ˜
Ë
i= 0 2 ¯
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†

(4.3.16)

expected compute time, which is a geometric series, bounded by
Q( N t N d )

(4.3.17)

4.2.2.3 GR Algorithm Concerns
†
One advantage of our GR algorithm
is that it preserves time throughout compression. The WT
algorithm reduces across time intervals, which means that once we combined two time intervals
we store a new time scale with the data. Time is not an issue with the GR algorithm because the
number of time intervals stays the same regardless of the level of reduction.
4.2.3 Burst Area Reduction (BR)
At any given time, k, there will be several regions where the area detectors display significantly
higher values. We call these detectors burst detectors, and the areas they represent burst areas, or
areas of interest at time, k. These burst areas occur infrequently and their values are, often times,
unique to those regions. Our Burst Area Reduction (BR) algorithm utilizes these specific dataset
characteristics to locate and record detectors who are statistically more "interesting" over the life
of the experiment.
Straightforward search techniques do not work for locating burst areas at each time interval. We
cannot reduce the dataset by including all detectors contained in at least one area of interest
because every detector could potentially be included in one area of interest. This would yield no
reduction from the original dataset. We also cannot predefine burst area size; nor can we
predefine a threshold to use for inclusion in our areas of interest because the size, shape,
frequency, and magnitude of burst areas varies between time intervals. For these reasons, we
redefine a burst area to be a collection of area detectors whose values all exceed the mean
detector value at time k using a e level of significance. By performing a statistical analysis on
the dataset at each time interval, we locate the detectors of interest by selecting the detectors who
have the largest number of values greater than the mean value at time k using a e level of
significance. We include the top e% of these detectors over the course of the entire experiment
in the reduced dataset.
4.2.3.1 Statistical Analysis of the Dataset
In this section we give a brief overview of the calculation and interpretation of confidence
intervals. A p% confidence interval on a population, Q, is a range of values [a,b] such that the
probability, P, of an event, q, falling in the rang [a,b], is p. We denote this as
R(a £ q £ b) = p

(4.3.18)

where q Œ Q. In other words, given a p% confidence interval, if we select a value of
q at
random from Q, we can say with p% certainty that q will fall in the range [a,b]. Confidence
†
intervals are useful in identifying
a reasonable range of values given a population of data.
†
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To compute a p% confidence interval on a population, we require three things: the expected
value of the population, the standard deviation of the population, and the student's t value for 1-p.
We calculate the population mean, x, of a detector at time k using Eq. 4.3.19.
Nd

Â M( j,k)
xk =

j=1

(4.3.19)

Nd

We calculate the standard deviation, s , of the dataset at time k with Eq. 4.3.20.
†

†

Nd

Â (M( j,k) - x k ) 2

sk =

j=1

N d -1

.

(4.3.20)

The numerator in expression 4.3.20 is often referred to as the sum of squared differences from
the mean, or simply Sum of Squares (SoS). Once we calculate the sample mean and sample
standard deviation, we†look up the student's t value in a Student's t Table. Student's t values are
indexed by two values: l and degrees of freedom (df). For the purposes of this dissertation, l =
1- p and df = Nd - 1. We reproduce a portion of the Student's t table in figure 4.4.

Student's t Table
probability, l
df
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0.1
6.31
2.92
2.35
2.13
2.02
1.94
1.89
1.86
1.83
1.81
1.80
1.78
1.77
1.76
1.75
1.75
1.74
1.73
1.73
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.71
1.71

0.05
12.71
4.30
3.18
2.78
2.57
2.45
2.37
2.31
2.26
2.23
2.20
2.18
2.16
2.14
2.13
2.12
2.11
2.10
2.09
2.09
2.08
2.07
2.07
2.06

0.01
63.66
9.93
5.84
4.60
4.03
3.71
3.50
3.36
3.25
3.17
3.11
3.06
3.01
2.98
2.95
2.92
2.90
2.88
2.86
2.85
2.83
2.82
2.82
2.80

0.001
636.62
31.60
12.92
8.61
6.87
5.96
5.41
5.04
4.78
4.59
4.44
4.32
4.22
4.14
4.07
4.02
3.97
3.92
3.88
3.85
3.82
3.79
3.77
3.75

Figure 4.4: Student's t table for calculation of confidence intervals.
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25
26
27
28
29
30
40
60
120
¥

1.71
1.71
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.68
1.67
1.66
1.65

2.06
2.06
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.04
2.02
2.00
1.98
1.96

2.79
2.78
2.77
2.76
2.76
2.75
2.70
2.66
2.62
2.58

3.73
3.71
3.69
3.67
3.66
3.65
3.55
3.46
3.37
3.29

Figure 4.4: Continued.
4.2.3.2 BR Algorithm
Our Burst Area Reduction algorithm takes as input a percentage, p. The outer loop calculates the
confidence interval, and records the detectors with values greater than the upperbound of the
confidence interval at each time interval in the dataset. From our above definition, we know
these detectors are part of a burst area.
We determine the value of u p p e r b o u n d in the calculateUpperBound() routine.
calculateUpperBound takes two values as input parameters: the time under analysis, k, and the
level of significance, p. It uses these values to calculate and return the uppermost value of the
p% confidence interval for the dataset at time k. calculateUpperBound() starts by calculating the
average, x k , of all values at time k in the first pass through the detectors, and the standard
deviation, s k , in the next. It then computes and returns the rightmost value in the confidence
interval, upperbound, at time k.
†
The BR algorithm records the burst detectors at time k by incrementing their corresponding
†
counters
in the detector_list[] array. Thus, after the outer loop finishes, we can see that
detector[j] is involved in detector_list[j] burst areas. At the conclusion of the outer loop, the
dataset is pruned down to p% of its original size with the pruneDataSet() routine.
Our pruneDataSet() routine accepts as input the detector_list[] array and the level of
significance, percentile. The maximum size, max_size, of our reduced dataset is set to 1percentile the size of the original dataset. The prune_list[] array allows us to find how many
detectors have the same value in the detector_list[] array. We populate prune_list[] by using the
detector_list[] as a hash index. Thus, after walking through all detectors, prune_list[k] is the
number of detectors involved in k burst areas.
A detector can be involved in, at most, one burst area at every time interval, thus the maximum
index in prune_list[] is Nt. We now know how many detectors are involved in 1, 2,...,Nt burst
areas, and we know how many detectors we will allow in the reduced dataset. To prune the
dataset, we add up the number of detectors involved in Nt burst areas, Nt-1 burst areas, Nt-2 burst
areas, and so on until the sum after adding the number of detectors involved in N t-k burst
detectors is greater than the max_size of our reduced dataset. We then perform a single traversal
of the detector_list[] array, adding mj to the new dataset M’ when detector_list[j ] > N t- k, to
create the reduced dataset. We present the algorithm in figure 4.5.
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BR( p )
for k = 1 to Nt
upperbound = calculateUpperBound(k,p)
for j = 1 to Nd
if M(i, t) > upperbound
detector_list[j]++
endif
endfor
endfor
ds = pruneDataSet(detector_list,p)
end
calculateUpperBound(k, p)
set t_value to value in t table for

xk =

1 Nd
Â M(i,k)
N d i=1
Nd

†

sk =

l = 1- p ; df = •

†

Â ( M(i,k) - avg)

2

i=1

N d -1

upper _ bound = avg + ( t _ value * s k )
†

†

return upperbound
end
pruneDataSet(detector_list[],p)
max_size = (1-p) * Nd
for i = 1 to Nd
prune_list[ detector_list[i] ]++
endfor
counter = 0
cutoff = Nt
while prune_list[cutoff] + counter) ≤ max_size
counter += prunt_list[cutoff]
cutoff-endwhile
for i = 1 to Nd
if( detector_list[i] > cutoff )
add mi to M’
endif
endfor
return M’
end
†

Figure 4.5: Burst Area Reduction algorithm.
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4.2.3.3 BR Algorithm Analysis
As we stated in section 1, our reduction technique is a two-phase process. The first phase
calculates the mean detector value and p% confidence interval for the dataset. The second phase
records the burst detectors by incrementing the counters of all detectors whose value exceeds the
upperbound. This differs from selecting the detectors with the highest average.
Proof: Given two area detectors i, and j, with integer values for Nt time intervals.
We denote
Nt

Nt

Â M(i,k)
xi =

k=1

2

Â M( j,k)
;x j =

k=1

2

(4.3.21)

where x i is the average value of detector i and x j is the average value of detector
j. Suppose, without loss of generality, that x i > x j . Now consider an experiment
†
where
†

†
Ï
ÍN ˙
† j,k) k £ Í t ˙ -1
ÔÔM(i,k) >> M(
Î2˚
Ì
Ô M(i,k) < M( j,k) k ≥ Í N t ˙ + 1
ÍÎ 2 ˙˚
ÔÓ

(4.6.22)

ÍN ˙
That is, M( j,k) is significantly greater than M( j,k) for Í t ˙ -1 time intervals,
Î2˚
†
ÍN ˙
and less than M( j,k) for Í t ˙ + 1 time intervals. Suppose that when
Î2˚
†M(i,k) < M( j,k), M( j,k) is a burst detector
†
and †
when M(i,k) > M( j,k), neither
are burst detectors. In this situation, even though x i > x j , detector j is a burst
detector†more often, and
† in line 5 of our BR algorithm, would be incremented
more often than detector i. Thus, detector j would be selected instead of detector i.
†
†
†
† algorithm to reduce the dataset by selecting
We use the counter information provided by our BR
the top 1-p% of all detectors for inclusion in our reduced dataset. We know the reduced dataset
will not be empty because assertion 1 of section 4.2 guarantees a heavily skewed distribution of
the unique values. We also know that the reduced dataset will be an unbiased approximation of
the original dataset. To see this, consider the cases where all burst areas are concentrated heavily
in one group of detectors and where burst areas are regularly distributed throughout the dataset.
In the first scenario, a (potentially large) group of detectors will all have very similar or
equivalent values. If this group is greater than 1-p% of the size of the original dataset, the
original dataset cannot be reduced using this technique and a new value of p must be chosen. If
the group is less than or equal to 1-p% of the size of the original dataset, the entire group will
survive to the reduced dataset along with a small representative sample of the rest of the dataset.
Either way, the concentrated area of interest survives. In the second scenario the burst are evenly
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distributed throughout the dataset1. This situation will populate the detector_list[] array with a
small number of distinct values. The larger values will entirely comprise the reduced dataset.
After the BR algorithm completes, the resulting dataset is a loose collection of area detectors
with no predictable physical relationship. We treat this new dataset as a sparse matrix
representation of the original dataset, using previous detector indices to piece together the
original position information. All detectors omitted in the reduced dataset are treated as zeros for
display purposes. This will accentuated the appearance of the surviving detectors and allow for
more efficient processing of the dataset2.
The analysis of our third comparative technique is straightforward. Given Nd detectors and N t
time intervals, finding the burst detectors at every time interval requires two passes through the
dataset. Thus, the expected compute time is
Q( N d N t ) ,

(4.6.23)

with a constant factor of two.
4.2.4 Thresholding (ST)

†

Traditional thresholding sets a lower bound at a value greater than the lowest value of the data.
All data values not excluded by the threshold survive to comprise a new data block. This is a
very common noise reduction technique. More information can be found in [Fisher, et al., 1994]
and [Lee, et al., 1990]. A similar strategy can be applied to achieve an upper threshold.
4.2.4.1 ST Algorithm
We propose a modified thresholding technique in which we apply several thresholds and use
local averaging to reduce the number of points within each threshold range. The algorithm
works by establishing several equivalently sized impact value ranges falling between the
minimum and maximum impact values for that detector. We call each of these intervals a
threshold_range. The user specifies the number of ranges with the thresholds parameter. The
algorithm then walks through each detector, combining impact values in neighboring time
intervals if they fall within the same threshold range. We keep the latter time interval of a group
of neighboring impact values as the time interval for the new smoothed impact value. We
approximate both the time and impact vector in situ of the original vectors.
1

As the number of burst areas increase, more and more detector counters are incremented. This
is the same as saying that, as the number of bursts increase, the number of areas of interest
decreases. Logically this makes sense because a burst area that includes every detector is the
same as having no burst area at all. When every detector is a burst detector, the problem is
reduced to the trivial.
2

Our Burst Area reduction technique [Dooley and Chatterjee, 2002] combines missing detector
entries with existing detector entries to create a rectangular dataset for display. In the worst-case
scenario, the upper left (first) and lower right (last) detector in the instrument survive the
reduction, yielding a reconstructed dataset the same size as the original.
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Using this approach, we take all data into consideration by reducing a small number of points
into one representative point. The collection of these representative points comprises a new
dataset. We present the algorithm in figure 4.6.
ST(thresholds)
for i = 1 to Nd
threshold_range =

(max - min )
thresholds

for j = 1 to Nt
if

È
˘ È
˘
M(i, j)
M(i, j + 1)
Í †
˙=Í
˙
Í threshold _ range ˙ Í threshold _ range ˙

count++
else

T(i,index) = time
È new _ val ˘
M(i,index) = Í
Í count ˙˙

†

†
†

†

index++
count = 1
endif

†

time = T(i, j + 1)
new _ val = new _ val + M(i, j + 1)
endfor
endfor
end

Figure 4.6: Thresholding algorithm.

Our ST algorithm has two notable properties. First, the time scale is redefined over the course of
the compression. When we sum points within a range, we preserve only the last time value to
represent the smoothed points. The assumption we make is that the data will be sporadic, with
few consecutive points within the same range. Under this assumption, the amount of time
between the first and last points in a smoothing interval will be short, and thus the approximation
will remain appropriate. Considering the nature of the IPNS data, this is a safe assumption.
Second, the smoothed points and time scale are created in situ from the original m and t vectors.
This allows us to eliminate any extra storage that we would otherwise need to compute the
reduced dataset. As well, an in situ replacement approach allows us to complete the algorithm in
linear time. One pass through every time increment of every data block is needed to reduce the
dataset. Thus, the expected compute time of our ST algorithm is Q( N t N d ) .
Before Thresholding

After Thresholding
1.5

1.5

†
1

1
0.5

0.5

-0.5
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0
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Figure 4.7: Thresholding applied to a sine wave with thresholds at -1, -.25, -.5, 0, .25, .5, and 1.
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Figure 4.7 shows us that both the size and complexity of the sine wave have been reduced while
still keeping its original flavor. By doing this we have reduced the original dataset from 360
points to 16, a savings of 95.6%.
4.2.4.2 ST Algorithm Concerns
Thresholding itself is not a true iterative technique. Performing consecutive threshold reductions
of the same size on the same dataset will necessarily not reduce the dataset any further. After the
first reduction, each remaining data point already resides in one of r threshold ranges (where r is
the threshold parameter specified by the calling function). There are no consecutive points
within the same range because they would have been smoothed in the original reduction. Thus,
trying to reduce the data into r threshold ranges again would be a redundant operation. To
reduce the data iteratively, we must make successive passes over the dataset using fewer and
fewer thresholds (i.e. larger threshold ranges) at every step. The base case is specifying a value
of r = 1. In this situation, the entire data block would be reduced to one point, thus rendering the
dataset meaningless.
We made an assumption in section 4.3.4.1 that the dataset would be satisfactorily sporadic. This
condition is only necessary to ensure approximately linear reduction of the data. In the case of
smooth or normally distributed data, massive reductions will take place even with large numbers
of thresholds. This is because when the data clusters together around a particular value (such as
when the values only differ by a predictable amount), all points in the cluster are smoothed into
one point. For small numbers of thresholds, massive reductions will take place regardless of the
behavior of the data, but to ensure stability in the technique, we assume the data is satisfactorily
sporadic.
This being said, we cannot give a hard floor or ceiling on the amount or quality of reduction to
expect from thresholding. Depending on the nature of the data and number of thresholds used,
we could achieve complete reduction (i.e. reduction to a single point) with excellent quality or
negligible reduction with noticeable loss of visual cohesion.
One unfortunate side effect of thresholding is that each data block of our SCD datasets will end
up with a different, non-linear time scale. We cannot guarantee uniformity because one point in
the new block could translate to up to Nt points in the original block. Thus, we cannot predict
how many time intervals will survive after reduction in any given data block. When we plot our
sample dataset, there are N t time intervals stretched across each line of the spectral plot window.
Each interval takes up 1/ N t of the width of the window. When we plot the reduced dataset, one
line may have x time intervals, another y, and another z. In these cases, each interval takes up
1/x, 1/y, and 1/z of the width of the window. This temporal elongation causes points to become
line segments. †
For this reason we must store the new time scale array in each data block within
†
our dataset. As with our WT algorithm, storing an array rather than a list of parameters
significantly increases our file size. Thus, the compressed file size after thresholding does not
reflect the amount of reduction the algorithm achieves. For this reason, our ST algorithm is not
an attractive technique for our purposes.
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4.2.5 Quadtree Approximation (SQT)
Various tree structures have been proposed to represent spatial data. B-trees and R-trees provide
concise representations of multi-dimensional data with quick traversal and updating, however
they do not provide multi-resolution approximations of the data. Further, when dealing with
static data, we are more concerned with quick search and traversal than with insertion, deletion,
and update. Octrees enable hierarchical views of the data and quick traversal, but are mainly
used for 3D data. We chose to use a quadtree because quadtrees are the 2D counterpart to
octrees. They provide a hierarchical view of the data while enabling quick creation and
traversal.
In practice, two different quadtree implementations are used: approximation quadtrees, and
pattern-based quadtrees. Approximation quadtrees differ from pattern-based quadtrees in
several aspects. While the expected height and size of both trees is the same, the structure of
pattern-based quadtrees varies between images of constant size. In figure 4.8 we see patternbased quadtree representations of several different 8x8 pixel images. Notice that, for a constant
sized image, the quadtree takes on different heights, and structures.
Figure 4.9 shows approximation quadtree representations of the same 8x8 images. Here we see
that while significantly larger, the approximation quadtree representations produce trees of
constant height and structure for constant sized patterns. Approximation quadtrees, as their
name implies, provide multiple resolution approximations of the dataset. This is advantageous
when querying different images because it enables us to perform pixel-by-pixel comparisons of
different images at varying levels of precision. For these reasons and others stated in the next
section, when we refer to quadtrees in this dissertation we are referring to approximation
quadtrees.
In this section we first describe the general quadtree data structure, including its creation and
insertion algorithms. Next we present our quadtree data structure and our Quadtree algorithm
(SQT). We then analyze the complexity of our SQT algorithm, and finish with concluding
remarks.
4.2.5.1 Approximation Quadtree
A quadtree is an extension of a binary tree with four children rather than two. There is only one
type of node, a TreeNode. TreeNodes encapsulate two pieces of information. The first is an
index object holding information. The information may be a pixel value, coordinates of physical
location, weather data (temp, time, humidity, precipitation), census data, etc. The second is a list
of n pointers to the TreeNode's n children. In balanced quadtrees, n will be always equal to 0 or
4. In unbalanced quadtrees, n Œ [0,4]. Leaf nodes in a quadtree are only distinguishable by their
absence of children. Figure 4.10 shows the structure of sample binary and quadtrees.
When the data is evenly distributed across a 2D area, an effective technique is to build the tree
from the bottom up, grouping spatially related points in the dataset under a common parent. If
we view the points in a 2D dataset as points in an grid with N r rows and N c columns, then we
write each level of the quadtree as an N rl ¥ N cl matrix,

†
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Figure 4.8: Pattern-based quadtree representations of several different images. While the images
are all the same size, the quadtrees representing them differ in height and structure.
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Figure 4.9: Approximation quadtree representations of the images in figure 4.12. This time the
size and structure of the quadtrees are constant for a given size image.

Figure 4.10: Structure of binary and quadtrees.
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Q l (N rl ,N cl ) ,

(4.3.24)

where N rl and N cl represent their corresponding values at the lth level of the tree. An individual
TreeNode entry is denoted as
†
(4.3.25)
Q l (i, j)
†

†

where i Œ [1,N rl ], j Œ [1,N cl ]. As with any tree, the height of our tree,
Nh is bounded by
Q(log N r N c ) . Quadtrees are built from the bottom up. For a balanced quadtree, we define the lth
†
level of the tree to be
†
†

+1
l +1
l
Y(Q lij+1,Q li,+1j +1,Q li+1,
j ,Q i+1, j +1 ) Æ Q ij

(4.3.26)

where l Œ [1, Nl]. Y is a function that assigns child nodes at level l+1 to a parent nodes at level l.
The assignment involves performing a summary on the information contained in the children's
† using that as the index object of the parent. Through this summary
index objects and
information, the quadtree becomes a hierarchical approximation of the original data. Figure 4.11
illustrates this process.

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the creation of a quadtree from spatially related points in a 2D
dataset.
When using an unbalanced quadtree it is possible that the situation where log 4 N r N c œ I + will
occur. In this case, Eq. 4.3.26 will be undefined at the end of each row, column, or row and
column. To handle this situation, Eq. 4.3.27 defines the lth level parent of an unbalanced
quadtree.
†
l +1
l +1
l
ÏY(n ijl+1,n i,l +1j +1,n i+1,
j ,n i+1, j +1 ) = n i, j
Ô
Y(n Nl +1l +1 , j ,n Nl +1l +1 , j +1) = n i,l j
Ô
r
r
Ì
l +1
l +1
Y(n
) = n i,l j
l +1 ,n
Ô
i,N c
i+1,N cl +1
Ô
Y(n i,l +1j ) = n Nl l +1 ,N l +1
Ó
r

c

(N rl +1 mod2 = 0 Ÿ N cl +1 mod2 = 0)
(N rl +1 mod2 = 1Ÿ N cl +1 mod2 = 0)
(N rl +1 mod2 = 0 Ÿ N cl +1 mod2 = 1)

(4.3.27)

(N rl +1 mod2 = 1Ÿ N cl +1 mod2 = 1)

where l Œ [1, Nl]. The first situation of Eq. 4.3.27 is illustrated in figure 4.11. Figure 4.12
illustrates the last three situations of Eq. 4.3.27 in turn.
†
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a

b

c

Figure 4.12: Example of unbalanced quadtrees when (a) the number of rows is not divisible by
two (b) the number of columns is not divisible by two and (c) the number of rows and columns is
not divisible by two.
The computational time to create a quadtree is Q( N r N c ) . To see this note that the overall time of
creation is the sum of the individual times of creation at each level of the quadtree,
log N r N c

Â

h= 0

˘
Nr Nc Nr Nc È 1
1
=
1+ 1 + 2 + L˙
Í
h †
˚
4
4 Î 4 4

(4.3.28)

Eq. 4.3.28 is a geometric series bounded by Q( N r N c ) .
†
In the opening paragraph, we stated that quadtrees provide a hierarchical representation of the
dataset. By hierarchical, we mean that for a tree of height Nh, every level, Q l ( N rl ,N cl ) , of the tree
†
except Q N h ( N rN h ,N cN h ) contains a full approximation of the original dataset. For the context of
this dissertation, we define traversal as the process of visiting every node at level l of the
approximation dataset. We accomplish this using a preorder traversal
to depth l of the quadtree.
†
Preorder traversal is a recursive process whereby the first child of a parent is visited until the
† desired depth of the tree is reached. Once the desired depth is reached, we record the
approximation value at for that detector, and return to the previous level to visit the next child.
This process continues until every node at depth l is visited. Figure 4.13 shows an example of
preorder traversal on an unbalanced quadtree. In the worst case, l = N h and we must visit every
node in the quadtree. There are Q(log N r N c ) levels in the quadtree. Each level can have up to
N r N c nodes. Thus, our expected time to traverse the entire quadtree is Q( N r N c log N r N c ) .
†

4.2.5.2 SQT Algorithm
†
†

Area detectors are physically arranged in a square 2D array† on the SCD instrument. We can
think of the dataset as a series of independent 2D slides of data. In the context of our quadtree
description above, this means that
Nr = Nc = Nd

(4.3.29)

We model the dataset as Nt quadtrees, each representing a separate 2D view of the dataset at time
k Œ [1,N t ] . We denote them as
†
D = (Q1 ,Q 2 ,L,Q N t )
†
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†

(4.3.30)

Figure 4.13: Preorder traversal of unbalanced quadtree. The leaf nodes are labeled in the order
they are traversed.
The root nodes of the individual quadtrees are bound together as children of one root node
marking the top of the entire quadtree representation of the dataset. We denote each quadtree as
an array of levels such that
Q k = (Q1k ,Qk2 ,L,QkN h )

(4.3.31)

Qkl ( N rl ,N cl )

(4.3.32)

and each level is written as
†

where N rl , N cl ,and N hl represent their corresponding values at the lth level of the tree. Figure 4.14
shows the overall tree structure.
†
† †

†

Figure 4.14: Overall structure of our quadtree. The overall root node has Nt children, each of
which is the root of a quadtree representation of every detector in the original dataset at time k.
In our quadtree algorithm, an index object for a TreeNode at time k contains the number of
neutron impacts and the detector id. Using our previous notation, we can express this
relationship as
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(

l

Q lk (i, j ) = M(i, j,k ) ,idijkl

)

(4.3.33)

l

where i Œ [1,N rl ], j Œ [1,N cl ],k Œ [1,N tl ] , M(i, j,k ) and idijkl are the respective level l value and id of
detector (i, j) in quadtree
k. We cannot guarantee that Nd is a power of 4, so we use an
†
unbalanced quadtree and Eq. 4.3.27 to determine the level l node in quadtree k. We redefine Y
in figure 4.14 to take 1, 2, or 4 level l+1 nodes as arguments, perform the following tasks, and
†
† return their level l parent node:
†
1. Average the number of neutron impacts contained in the index objects of the level l+1
children.
2. Select the largest detector id from the level l+1 children.
3. Creates a new TreeNode with an index object containing the information from 1 and 2.
4. Make the new TreeNode's pointers point to the corresponding children.
5. Add the TreeNode to level l of the tree.
6. Repeat for all children at level l+1

Figure 4.15: Y function for the SQT algorithm.
We now list our Quadtree (SQT) algorithm in figure 4.16.
SQT creation
for k = 1 to Nt
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes at level l
l-endwhile
add quadtree to root
endfor
end
buildDataSet( root, depth )
for k = 1 to Nt
fillAtTime( root.getChild(k), depth, k)
endfor
end
fillAtTime( current_node, depth, time )
if level > 0
for i = 1 to current_node.getChildCount()
fillAtTime( current_node.child(i), depth -1, time)
endfor
else
new_ds.getDetector(current_node.id).value[time] = current_node.average
endif
end

Figure 4.16: Quadtree algorithm.
The SQT algorithm creates a full quadtree at each time interval, k, of the dataset by performing
the appropriate Y function on all the nodes at each level of the tree. When only the root node of
the quadtree remains, we add it as the kth child to the overall root node (i.e. the root node of the
quadtree representing the entire dataset).
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†

In the beginning of this section we stated that we could view the dataset as a series of 2D slides,
each representing a view of the dataset at time k. Because detectors do not physically change
location from one time interval to the next and because each quadtree represents an
approximation of the dataset at a different time, corresponding nodes in adjacent trees represent
the same detector at different times. That is to say, Q l (i, j,t1 ) and Q l (i, j,t 2 ) represent node ( i, j)
at times t1 and t2 in the resulting dataset. For this reason, creating a dataset at the desired level of
approximation is equivalent to assigning the information contained in the index object from
Q l (i, j,k ) to detector ( i, j) at time k. It is important to note that pattern-based quadtrees do not
†
†
share this property. Because they do not ensure constant structural representations for constant
sized images, we cannot be sure that corresponding entries in different pattern-based quadtrees
represent the same detector at different times.
The buildDataSet algorithm works by performing a preorder traversal on each quadtree
represented by a child of the overall root node at a level specified by the depth parameter. The
fillAtTime routine performs preorder traversal. As each node, Q l (i, j,k ) , is visited by fillAtTime,
l
we set M(i, j,k ) = M (i, j,k ) , the approximation value of Q l (i, j,k ) . In this manner we fill all Nt
time intervals in the approximation dataset by performing fillAtTime on all Nt approximation
quadtrees.
†
† 4.2.5.3 SQT Algorithm Analysis

†

The analysis of our quadtree algorithm is a straightforward extension of the analysis of the
general quadtree algorithm. Each quadtree at time k takes Q( N d ) to build. There are
Nt
quadtrees, thus our expected time of creation is
Q( N t N d ) .

†

(4.3.34)

Traversing the dataset is done in two parts. Recursively moving down the tree and finding all
detector values at a given depth takes, at worst, (N d log N d ) , since the desired depth could
†
potentially be the height of the tree. We must perform this recursal at every time interval to
approximate the dataset, thus the expected compute time to traverse the quadtree is
† log N ) .
Q( N t N
d
d

(4.3.35)

4.2.5.4 SQT Algorithm Concerns
† method is the amount of memory required to store the quadtree
The major drawback to this
during construction. Not only must we store the entire dataset, but we must also store a
logarithmic number of approximations to the dataset. This is not a problem for existing datasets,
but as file size increases, sequentially creating a quadtree becomes impractical.
4.2.6 Quadtree Dictionary Approximation (SQTD)
We use data dictionaries to solve the memory problem of the SQT algorithm. Data dictionaries
were first introduced by [Ziv and Lemple, 1977]. They used a dictionary to remove redundancy
from a string of characters by creating an alphabet using prefix expressions present in the data.
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They found that the compression ratio produced by their method was near optimal when
compared to other a priori compression schemes. Our Quadtree Dictionary(QTD), like theirs, is
constructed online. By online, we mean the algorithm begins with no information about the data.
Our dictionary differs from theirs in that the entries of our QTD are of fixed size. Further, our
QTD contains spatial information as part of its unique key, thus eliminating the need to store the
original tree.
A QTD is a numbered list of Dictionary objects. We represent this as a 1D matrix,
È d1 ˘
Í ˙
d2
D = Í ˙,
Í M ˙
Í ˙
Îd N D ˚

(4.3.36)

where ND is the number of entries in the dictionary. Each Dictionary object has two attributes:
an approximation value to the number of impacts at that level, and an array containing the
† We denote this as
dictionary indices of its children.

(

)

di = value,{[c1 ], [c 2 ], [c 3 ,c 4 ]}

(4.3.37)

In equation 4.3.37, the square brackets indicate that the child indices are optional. Because we
use an unbalanced quadtree, parent Dictionary objects may have 1, 2, or 4 child indices.
† no child indices correspond to leaf nodes in the quadtree and represent
Dictionary objects with
the actual dataset values. We call these leaf Dictionary objects.
QTD's are self-traversing, meaning that given a starting point, without any other outside
information, we can recreate an entire quadtree down to its leaf nodes. Because quadtrees are
built from the bottom up, the last entry in the QTD, d N D , will always represent the root node of
its associated quadtree. The approximation value contained in this node is the single-value
approximation of the entire dataset. If we follow the indices of entry d N D , we get the level 1
† the indices of these entries, we get the level 2
approximations of our quadtree. If we follow
approximation of our quadtree and so on until we reach an entry with no indices to child entries.
Figure 4.17 shows this expansion for a balanced quadtree of height
† 3.
One feature of our QTD is that the (value, {[c1],[c2],[c3c4]}) combination of a dictionary entry
produces a unique key. In section 4.3.6.1 we look at the QTD encoding algorithm and see how
this key ensures a minimal dictionary. Section 4.3.6.2 examines the QTD decoding algorithm.
In section 4.3.6.3 we calculate the expected running time of both algorithms, and section 4.3.6.4
ends with optimization techniques and concluding remarks.
4.2.6.1 SQTD Encoding Algorithm
The Quadtree Dictionary encoding algorithm (SQTD) works similarly to the SQT algorithm with
three notable differences. The first difference is the list of attributes between a TreeNode's index
objects. In the SQT algorithm, TreeNodes contained an index object comprised of an
approximation value and a detector id. In the SQTD algorithm, index objects contain an
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Figure 4.17: A sample Quadtree Dictionary. The QTD is a list of Dictionary objects. Each
object contains an approximation value and indices of up to 4 other Dictionary objects
approximation value, detector id, and the position of that TreeNode's Dictionary object in the
QTD.

(

l

Q l (i, j,k ) = M(i, j,k ) ,idijl , position

)

(4.3.38)

The second difference between the two algorithms is that, in the SQT algorithm we build a
quadtree at each time interval, k, and insert the roots of these trees as children to the overall
quadtree. The Y †
function approximated level l+1 of the tree by passing summary information
about the child nodes onto the parent nodes in level l. Since quadtrees are built from the bottom
up, this was simply a matter of assigning the child pointers of the level l TreeNode to its
corresponding level l+1 children. In the SQTD algorithm, we use the dictionary to maintain tree
and value information, thus we do not need to keep the lth level children. In fact, the SQTD
algorithm never maintains more than one level of tree nodes at a time. Thus we can remove the
superscript l from our notation.
Q(i, j,k ) = (M(i, j,k ),idij , position)

(4.3.39)

The third difference between the SQT and SQTD algorithms is in the handling of individual
quadtrees. Because we are not preserving the tree during creation, we save the position of the
† in an array, R() of length N . Thus, whereas in the SQT we added the kth root
root dictionary entry
t
node, Q(1, 1, k), as the kth child to the overall quadtree root node, in the SQTD, we observe that
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Q(1,1,k ) = (M(1,1,k ),id11, position ) ,

(4.3.40)

and set R(k) = position. In figure 4.18 we modify our Y function as follows:
† the number of neutron impacts contained in the index objects of the level
1. Average
l+1 children.
2. Select the largest detector id from the level l+1 children.
3. Find the position of each child in the dictionary.
4. Create a new Dictionary object with the information from 1 and 2.
5. Find position of Dictionary object created in 3. If not already present in the
dictionary, append the Dictionary object to the end of the QTD.
6. Create a new TreeNode containing an index object with values from 1,2, and 5.
7. Remove the level l+1 children.
8. Repeat until no more children.
Figure 4.18: Y function for our SQTD algorithm.
In line 5 of our Y function, we perform an existence check on the Dictionary object we are about
to add to the QTD. This reduces the size of the QTD by eliminating all redundancy between
entries, and differentiates our QTD from a standard linear representation of a tree. While the size
of the QTD is determined by the ordering of the individual entries, we are assured that the QTD
will be a minimal representation of the quadtree3. Figure 4.20 illustrates this point on our three
level quadtree from before.
We now list our QTD encoding algorithm in figure 4.19.
QTD encode
for k = 1 to Nt
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes at level l
l-endwhile
R(k) = position attribute of Q(1,1,k) in dictionary
endfor
end

Figure 4.19: SQTD encoding algorithm.
4.2.6.2 SQTD Decoding Algorithm
The algorithm for decoding the QTD is identical to that of the QT with the exception that the
fillAtTime routine for the QTD takes a dictionary index as its first parameter rather than a
TreeNode object. We list the algorithm in figure 4.21.

3

As we stated in the previous section, we are speaking of approximation quadtrees. Thus, our
dictionary ensures a minimal representation of a given approximation quadtree.
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Figure 4.20: QTD vs. linear representation of quadtree.
buildDataSet( depth )
for k = 1 to Nt
fillAtTime( R(k), depth, k )
endfor
end
fillAtTime( dict_index, depth, time )
if level > 0
for i = 1 to number of child entries in child array at entry dict_index
fillAtTime( child(i), depth-1, time)
endfor
else
new_ds.getDetector(current_node.id).value[time] = current_node.average
endif
end

Figure 4.21: SQTD dataset reconstruction algorithms.
4.2.6.3 SQTD Algorithm Analysis
The expected time to build each quadtree is Q( N D N d ) , where ND is the size of the dictionary, and
Nd is the number of detectors. To see this, note that in Eq. 4.3.27 we saw the compute time to
†
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build a quadtree was Q( N d ) . In our QTD, each step requires, in the worst case, one pass through
all ND entries in the dictionary. There are Nt quadtrees in all, thus our expected compute time of
our QTD encoding algorithm is
†

Q( N t N D N d ) .

(4.3.41)

The analysis of our SQTD decoding algorithm is the same as that for our SQT traversal. If we
assume that we can randomly access dictionary entries then recursively moving through the QTD
† at a given depth takes, at worst, Q( N log N ) , since the desired
and finding all detector values
d
d
depth could potentially be the height of the original quadtree. If we cannot randomly access
dictionary entries, then each movement through the dictionary in either direction requires a linear
search through the dictionary. This requires ND comparisons, thus our expected time to decode
each time interval without random access to dictionary†entries is Q( N D N d log N d ) . In either case,
we must perform this recursion at every time interval to approximate the dataset, thus our
expected compute times of our SQTD decoding algorithm are
Q( N t N d log N d )

†

(4.3.42)

and
†

Q( N t N D N d log N d )

(4.3.43)

respectively.
4.2.6.4 SQTD Algorithm†Optimizations and Concerns
While we cannot reduce the time complexity needed to build the tree, we can improve the SQTD
encoding algorithm by hash indexing QTD entries. Hash indexing reduces our dictionary search
time from Q( N D ) to Q(1) , thus reducing our overall time to
Q( N t N d ) ,

(4.3.44)

†
†
which is significantly faster, even for small datasets.
†
In practice we utilized a sorted
list of unique value references. Each entry in the list
corresponded to a unique value present in the dictionary and contained a list of all entries in the
dictionary with that value. This is not true hash indexing, however the large number of collisions
caused by entries with identical approximation values make true hash indexing unfavorable. By
searching this list rather than the dictionary itself to existence check new entries, we reduce the
Ê

ˆ

size of our search space during encoding from Q( N D ) to QÁ N D ˜ where N V is the number of
Ë NV ¯

unique values in the QTD. This in turn lowers our expected compute time to
Ê† N
ˆ†
QÁ N t D N d ˜ .
Ë NV ¯
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†

†

(4.3.45)

The major improvement our algorithm makes over the SQ algorithm is a savings in memory.
The expected storage cost of the SQ algorithm is Q( N t N d ) . In the worst case, without
considering known dataset characteristics, the SQ algorithm bounds the SQTD algorithm from
above. In section 4.4.3.2 we use seeding to reduce the worst-case size of the QTD by nearly an
order of magnitude.
†
4.3 Distributed Techniques
When ORNL opens the SNS in 2006, the datasets will be over a Gigabyte in size. For data of
this magnitude, the above techniques will not be practical. As we noted above, we cannot
perform lossless compression if the client device does not have enough memory to decompress
the dataset. In this section we introduce at distributed versions of three of the above techniques.
First we examine a 2D distributed wavelet transform. Next we look at a distributed Quadtree
algorithm, and we finish by looking at a distributed version of our QTD.
4.3.1 Square Wavelet Transform (SWT)
Our first distributed technique approximates the dataset using a lossy 2-D square wavelet
transform. Square decomposition, as described in [Kopp, 1996] is a two-phase process. The first
phase is a horizontal transform along the time axis, the second phase is a vertical transform along
the detector axis. Figure 4.22 illustrates the process.

Figure 4.22: Square decomposition of image file. Each iteration requires a 1D transform in the
horizontal direction followed by a 1D transform in the vertical direction [Kopp, 1996].
To perform the horizontal transform, we consider the matrix M(2) as a vector consisting of N d
rows,
È m1T ˘
Í T˙
m2 ˙
( 2)
M =Í
,
(4.4.1)
Í M ˙
Í T ˙
Îm N d ˚
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†

where the ith element, mTi = (mi1 , mi 2,L, miN t ) , is the transpose of the vector that contains
measured values at the ith detector. We define a linear transformation, W, as
Èmtrend ˘
W 0mi = Í iflux ˙ ,
Î mi ˚

†

Nt

(4.4.2)

where
†

mitrend

È mi1 + mi 2 ˘
Í
˙
Í m +2m
˙
i3
i4 ˙
Í
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
Í mi,N t -1 + mi,N t ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

(4.4.3)

miflux

È mi1 - mi 2 ˘
Í
˙
Í m -2m
˙
i3
i4
Í
˙
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
Í mi,N t -1 - mi,N t ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

(4.4.4)

and
†

1
are the temporal trend and flux of the original vector. We use the coefficient of
to preserve
2
†
the magnitude of the original data. The product of the above transformation will be a N d ¥ N t
N
matrix, M ( 2) , where the first t columns are the values of interest. This is the 1D Haar Wavelet
2
†
transform from section 4.3.1.
†
† To perform the vertical transformation, we apply the 1D Haar Wavelet transform at each time
†
(2)
interval along the detector axis. That is to say, we redefine the matrix M as a row vector
consisting of Nt column vectors,
( 2)

M = [n1

n2 L n N t ] .

(4.4.5)

†

È m1k ˘
Í
˙
m2k ˙
†
th
Í
However, this time let the k element, nk =
, be the vector that contains N d measured
Í M ˙
Í
˙
ÎmN d ,k ˚
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†

values at the kth time interval. We define a linear transformation, G, as
Èntrend
˘
G 0nk = Í kflux ˙ ,
Î nk ˚

(4.4.6)

ntrend
k

È m1k + m2k ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m +m
˙
3k
4k
Í
˙
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
m
+
m
Í N d-1 ,k
N d ,k ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

(4.4.7)

nflux
k

È m1k - m2k ˘
Í
˙
2
Í m -m
˙
3k
4k
Í
˙
=Í
2
˙,
M
Í
˙
Í m N d-1 ,k - m N d ,k ˙
ÍÎ
˙˚
2

(4.4.8)

where
†

and
†

are the spatial trend and flux of the horizontally reduced vector. We recursively apply the pair of
linear transformation as
†
G l Wl LG1 W1G 0 W0nk ,

(4.4.9)

where l Œ [0,min(log 2 N d ,log 2 N t )] is the level of the decomposition and the linear operators, W l
N
Nd
and Gl, are identical to†W 0 and G 0 but only apply to the first lt and
elements of their
2
2l
respective vectors. Since we are performing lossy compression, we keep the Haar Basis and
†
1
throw away the detail coefficients leaving us a vector 2l the size of our original, while still
2
†
†
maintaining much of the original information.
4.3.1.1 SWT Algorithm

†

Our Square Wavelet Transform algorithm utilizes a master-slave relationship between processes.
The master process partitions the dataset equally between the slave processes and itself. Once
partitioned, each process performs the SWT algorithm on its portion of the dataset and returns
the reduced dataset to the master node. Once all slave processes return their decompositions, the
master process reassembles the partial slave datasets into the final, reduced approximation of the
original dataset.
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The partition algorithm used by the master process is as follows. Given a dataset of N d area
detectors and N t time intervals, the master process partitions the dataset into P blocks, where P is
Nd
the number of processes. Each block then contains N t time intervals and
area detectors.
P†
Because we assume scalable computing power using a Grid, and from Assumption 2, in section
4.2,†we know we can select a P such that P divides Nd. Let p Œ [0,L,P -1] denoted the
processor index. In our partition algorithm,
we assign processor p the submatrix,
†
†
Ê
ˆ
( 2) N d p N d ( p + 1)
M Á
:
,N t ˜ . Figure 4.23 contains the pseudocode of our SWT partition algorithm.
P +1
Ë P +1
¯
†
Slave process
SWT partition
for i = 1 to Nd/P
receive mi from master node
ds.addDetector( mi )
endfor
end

Master process
SWT partition
for i = 1 to Nd

†

p = Îi /(N d /P)˚

†

if p = 0
ds.addDetector( mi )
else
send mi to slave p
endif
endfor
end

Figure 4.23: SWT master and slave partition algorithms.
The SWT decomposition algorithm is identical in both the master and slave processes. Each
process iteratively performs a 1D temporal transform followed by a 1D spatial transform on its
partial dataset level times. Because we no longer use the original dataset after the first transform,
we reduce the partial dataset in situ. That is, we store the first trend from the temporal reduction
N
as the first t impact values of each detector and the first trend from the spatial reduction as the
2
Nd
first
detectors in the dataset. We list the pseudocode for the SWT decomposition algorithm
2
in figure 4.24.
†
†

Master and Slave processes
SWT decomposition
for i = 1 to level
perform temporalWaveletTransform()
perform spatialWaveletTransform()
endfor
end
temporalWaveletTransform
for j = 1 to num_data
counter = 1
for k = 1 to intervals step 2
val1 = ds.getDetector(j).value[k]
val2 = ds.getDetector(j).value[k+1]
ds.getDetector(j).value[counter] = ( val1 + val2 ) *

2 /2

Figure 4.24: SWT decomposition algorithm.
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†

new_time_scale.add(ds.getTimeScale().value[k+1])
counter++
endfor
endfor
intervals = counter – 1
ds.setTimeScale(new_time_scale)
end
spatialWaveletTransform
for j = 1 to num_data step 2
counter = 1
for k = 1 to intervals
val1 = ds.getDetector(j).value[k]
val2 = ds.getDetector(j+1).value[k]
ds.getDetector(counter).value[k] = ( val1 + val2 ) *
endfor
counter++
endfor
†
num_data = counter – 1

2 /2

end

Figure 4.24: Continued.
The reassembly algorithm used by the master process is a simple concatenation of the partial
slave datasets. Because partitioning was determined by slave process index, reassembly can be
performed in the same fashion. For each p above, process p returns the submatrix,
ÊN p
N ( p + 1) N t ˆ
M(2)Á ld + 1: d l
, l ˜ . We list the reconstruction algorithm in figure 4.25.
Ë2 P
2P
2 ¯

†

Master process
SWT reconstruction
for i = 1 to P
for i = 1 to Nd/P
receive mi from slave p
ds.addDetector( mi )
endfor
endfor
end

Slave process
SWT reconstruction
for i = 1 to Nd/P
mi = ds.getDetector( i )
send mi to master node
endfor
end

Figure 4.25: SWT master and slave dataset reconstruction algorithms.
4.3.1.2 SWT Algorithm Analysis
Since we evenly divide the dataset, the expected compute time of the SWT algorithm is
Ê
Ê N N ˆ Ê N ˆˆ
OÁ N d N t + Á d t ˜ logÁ d ˜˜ .
Ë P ¯ Ë P ¯¯
Ë

†

The analysis is as follows. Partitioning requires a single pass through

ÊN N ˆ
the dataset, Q( N d N t ) . Decomposition in each process takes QÁ t d ˜ for the temporal wavelet
Ë P ¯
ÊN N ˆ
transform, and QÁ t d ˜ again for the spatial wavelet transform. We perform the temporal and
Ë P ¯
†
Ê
ÊN
ˆˆ
spatial wavelet transforms at most logÁminÁ d ,N t ˜†
˜ times. This is bounded from above by the
ËP
¯¯
Ë
†
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ÊN N • 1 ˆ
geometric series QÁ t d Â l ˜ . Thus, our overall expected decomposition time is
Ë P l= 0 4 ¯
This is a P factor speedup over both our SG and SWT algorithms.

ÊN N ˆ
QÁ t d ˜ .
Ë P ¯

Ê Ê N N ˆˆ
Merging† the resulting datasets takes at worst QÁ PÁ d t ˜˜ = Q( N d N t ) . The
†overall expected
Ë Ë P ¯¯
running time of our SWT algorithm is then
Ê
NNˆ
QÁ†
Nd Nt + d t ˜.
Ë
P ¯

(4.4.10)

Overall, due to the worst case time to partition and reassemble the dataset, there is no asymptotic
speedup.
†
We use an in situ replacement to store the next level approximation of the dataset, thus the
memory requirements per process of the SWT algorithm are equal to those needed to store the
ÊN N ˆ
original dataset, QÁ d t ˜ . Because we evenly partition the original dataset, this is also the
Ë P ¯
overall memory requirement of the SWT algorithm.
4.3.2 Distributed Quadtree Approximation (DQT)
†
Our distributed quadtree algorithm performs a temporal master-slave partitioning of the dataset
and produces a forest of quadtrees in each slave process. Partitioning is done in a single pass
through the original dataset. Each of the P processes receives impact values and detector ids for
every detector at ÎN t /P˚ different time intervals. The remaining
r = N t - P * ÎN t /P˚ time
intervals are assigned to the master node. Figure 4.26 illustrates this process.
†

†

Figure 4.26: Partitioning of dataset where Nt = 10 and P = 3.
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After partitioning, each slave process will contain a temporal range of values for each detector in
the original dataset. We denote
M(3) (N r ,N c ,T)

(4.4.10)

allocated to slave process, p Œ [0,P -1] , where
T = ( pÎN t /P˚ + r + 1), (( p + †
1)ÎN t /P˚ + r) . The SQT algorithm from section 4.3.5 is performed
on each partial slave dataset to create a local forest of quadtrees. For clarity, we label each slave
quadtree by its relation to the overall master quadtree,
†
to

be

the

partial

dataset

[

]

†

(

)

D = Q p Î N t / P˚ ,Q p Î N t / P˚+1,L,Q( p+1) Î N t / P˚ .

(4.4.11)

The slave processes traverse their local forest to create the partial dataset sent back to the master
node for inclusion in the final approximation dataset. We traverse in the slave nodes because the
† will contain equally sized, independent portions of the reduced dataset. That
each slave process
is to say, the master node will contain all the detectors for the approximation dataset at times
k Œ [1,r] . The first slave, p = 1, will contain all detectors for the approximation dataset at times
k Œ ( r + 1), (ÎN t /P˚ + r) . The second slave,
p = 2, will contain all detectors for the

[

†
†

†

]

[

]

approximation dataset at times k Œ (ÎN t /P˚ + r + 1), (2 * ÎN t /P˚ + r) , and so on. In this fashion,
creating the final approximation dataset is a simple ordered concatenation of partial slave
approximation datasets to the master node’s approximation dataset, starting with process
0,1,L,P -1. We list pseudocode for our DQT partition, creation, and traversal algorithms in
figures 4.27-4.29. †
Master process
DQT partition
range = ÎN t /P˚
for i = 1 to Nr
for j = 1 to Nc
start = 1
end = r
†
new_detector.id = id
new_detector.value[] = M( i, j, start : end )
ds.addDetector( new_detector )
for p = 0 to P-1
start = end + 1
end = start + range
send id to slave p
send M( i, j, start : end ) to slave p
endfor
endif
endfor
end

Slave process
DQT partition
range = ÎN t /P˚
start = 1
end = range
for i = 1 to Nr
† for j = 1 to Nc
receive id from master process
receive M( i, j, start : end ) from master
process
new_detector.id = id
new_detector.value[] = M( i, j, start : end )
ds.addDetector( new_detector )
endfor
endfor
end

Figure 4.27: DQT master and slave partition algorithms.
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Master process
DQT creation
range = r
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all
TreeNodes at level l
l-endwhile
add quadtree to root
endfor
end

Slave processes
DQT creation
range = ÎN t /P˚
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all
†
TreeNodes at level l
l-endwhile
add quadtree to root
endfor
end

Figure 4.28: DQT master and slave creation algorithms.
Master process
buildDataSet( root, depth )
range = ÎN t /P˚
start = 1
end = r

Slave processes
buildDataSet( root, depth )
range = ÎN t /P˚
start = 1
end = range

† for k = start to end

† for k = start to end

for p = 0 to P-1
start = end +1
end = end + range
for i = 1 to new_ds.getDetectorCount()
receive new_value[] array from slave p
ds.getDetector(i).value[start:end] =
new_value[1:range]
endfor
endfor
end

for i = 1 to new_ds.getDetectorCount()
send new_ds.getDetector(i).value[start:end ]
to master process
endfor
end

fillAtTime( root.getChild(k), depth, k)
endfor

fillAtTime( current_node, depth, time )
if level > 0
for i = 1 to current_node.getChildCount()
fillAtTime(current_node.child(i),depth1,time)
endfor
else
new_ds.getDetector(current_node.id).value[ti
me]
= current_node.average
endif
end

fillAtTime( root.getChild(k), depth, k)
endfor

fillAtTime( current_node, depth, time )
if level > 0
for i = 1 to current_node.getChildCount()
fillAtTime(current_node.child(i),depth1,time)
endfor
else
new_ds.getDetector(current_node.id).value[ti
me]=
current_node.average
endif
end

Figure 4.29: DQT master and slave dataset reconstruction algorithms.
4.3.2.1 DQT Algorithm Analysis
Partitioning of the original dataset is done in a single pass. Since all slave processes must wait
on the master during partitioning, there is no speedup associated with partitioning, introducing a
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sequential bottleneck. The expected compute time to partition is Q( N d N t ) . The analysis of our
DQT creation algorithm is identical to that of our SQT creation algorithm, save for the number
of iterations in the outer loop. Rather than performing Nt iterations of the outer loop as in the
ÍN ˙
SQT creation algorithm, we perform at most Í t ˙ iterations
due to the smaller size of the slave
†
ÎP˚
ÍN ˙
datasets. Substituting Í t ˙ for Nt in the expected compute time of the SQT creation algorithm
ÎP˚
gives us
†
ÊN N ˆ
QÁ d t ˜ ,
Ë P ¯

†

(4.4.12)

the expected time of our DQT creation algorithm.
The expected speedup of our†DQT encoding algorithm is proportional to P. Since we utilize
temporal partitioning, P is bounded from above by N t . Thus, we expect linear speedup until the
number of slave processes equals the number of time intervals in the original dataset at which
point, no further benefit is achieved by using more processes.
† phases. The first phase is construction of the partial
Dataset reconstruction is performed in two
slave datasets, the second is assembly of the final approximation dataset. As with our DQT
creation algorithm, the DQT buildDataSet algorithm is identical to the SQT buildDataSet
ÍN ˙
algorithm save for the number of iterations in the outer loop. Substituting Í t ˙ for Nt in the
ÎP˚
Ê N t N d log N d ˆ
running time of the SQT buildDataSet algorithm gives us QÁ
˜ . Assembly of the
Ë
¯
P
final approximation dataset requires a single pass through the final dataset.
Since
it is possible to
†
reconstruct the original dataset, our expected assembly time is Q( N d N t ) . Our expected time for
complete approximation dataset reconstruction is then
†

†

Ê N N log N d
ˆ
QÁ t d
+ N t N†d ˜
Ë
¯
P
Ê
Ê log N d ˆˆ
= QÁ N t N d Á
+ 1˜˜
Ë P
¯¯
Ë
= Q( N t N d ) .

(4.4.13)

The expected speedup of our DQT buildDataSet algorithm is P until log N d ≥ P , after which
†
there is no speedup.
†
The memory requirements per process of our DQT algorithm are as follows. To store the
†
ÊN N ˆ
partitioned dataset requires QÁ t d ˜ floating point numbers. Each quadtree contains
Ë P ¯
ÊN N ˆ
ÍN ˙
Q( N d ) nodes. There are Í t ˙ quadtrees in each process. Thus, we need QÁ t d ˜ floating point
ÎP˚
Ë P ¯
†
†

†
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numbers to store each forest of quadtrees. Each process’ partial approximation dataset is stored
in its forests, so we require no extra memory for this. In the master node, the overall
approximated dataset returned from the slaves could be equal in size to the original dataset so our
expected memory requirement for the master node is Q( N d N t ) .
4.3.3 Distributed Quadtree Dictionary Approximation (DQTD)
We distribute our QTD algorithm in the †
same master-slave manner we distributed our SQT
algorithm. The dataset is partitioned in exactly the same way such that each of the P slave
ÍN ˙
processes receives impact values and detector ids for every detector at Í t ˙ different time
ÎP˚
ÍN ˙
intervals. We assign the remaining r = N t - P * Í t ˙ time intervals to the master node. As
ÎP˚
before, each slave process, p Œ [0,P -1] , contains the set of values,†
†

M(3) (N r ,N c ,T) ,

(4.4.14)

†
where T = ( pÎN t /P˚ + r + 1), (( p + 1)ÎN t /P˚ + r) .

[

]

†
Once the master node partitions the data, each process performs the SQTD encoding algorithm
on its dataset. Because each node has its own list of quadtree root indices, we denote the list of
† root indices of slave process p to be R and the partial slave dictionary to be D . We present the
p
p
DQTD partitioning and encoding algorithms in figures 4.30 and 4.31 respectively.
At this point each slave process has its own partial QTD. Before traversing the final QTD to
build the approximation dataset, we must first recombine the partial slave QTDs. In the
remainder of this section we discuss the difficulty of ensuring a minimal QTD after
recombination, analyze the running time of our DQTD buildDataSet algorithm, present several
optimizations to reduce our overall running time, and discuss the advantages our DQTD
algorithm has over the two previous distributed algorithms.
4.3.3.1 Minimizing Distributed QTD Tree-Redundancy
Kosmas Karadimitriou addressed the problem of compressing sets of similar images by
minimizing set redundancy [Karadimitriou, 1996]. This differs from the problem we face in that
tree-redundancy differs from traditional redundancy. Due to the high degree of unique value
repetition in the original dataset, we expect a high degree of value-redundancy between the slave
QTD. Figure 4.32 shows an example of this situation with two sets of impact vectors from
different processes and their corresponding QTD. Of the 12 entries in the two QTD, 10 are
identical, including entry 12, the root dictionary entry. Yet, traversing each QTD from its root
will produce different quadtrees. This is because entries 10 and 12 in the QTD are not treeredundant. Despite having the same values, they do not represent identical subtrees. We do not
consider this a form of error because upper-level approximations are meant to give impressions
of the levels below them, not specify them in detail. Rather, it is a significant problem we
address in the remainder of this subsection.
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Master process
DQTD partition
range = ÎN t /P˚
for i = 1 to Nr
for j = 1 to Nc
start = 1
end = r
†
new_detector.id = id
new_detector.value[] = M( i, j,start : end)
ds.addDetector( new_detector )
for p = 0 to P-1
start = end + 1
end = start + range
send id to slave p
send M( i, j, start : end ) to slave p
endfor
endif
endfor
end

Slave process
DQTD partition
range = ÎN t /P˚
start = 1
end = range
for i = 1 to Nr
† for j = 1 to Nc
receive id from master process
receive M( i, j, start : end ) from master
process
new_detector.id = id
new_detector.value[] = M( i, j,start : end )
ds.addDetector( new_detector )
endfor
endfor
end

Figure 4.30: DQTD master and slave partition algorithms.
Master process
DQTD encoding
range = r
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes
at level l
l-endwhile
R(k) = position attribute of Q(1,1,k) in QTD
endfor
end

Slave processes
DQTD encoding
range = ÎN t /P˚
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes
†
at level l
l-endwhile
Rp(k) = position attribute of Q(1,1,k) in Dp
endfor
end

Figure 4.31: DQTD master and slave encoding algorithms.

Figure 4.32: Occurrence of false redundancy between two partial QTD. The first set of impact
vectors is equal to the second set with the first two columns transposed. As a result, the QTD
share several redundant entries, however not all entries are tree-redundant.
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One can remove value-redundancy in Q( N D N V ) , where ND is the number of entries in the
dictionary, and N V is the number of unique values in the dictionary. The problem we face is not
removing redundant QTD entries, but rather identifying and removing tree-redundant QTD
entries.
†
†
A simple adversary argument tells us that we cannot determine if any two subtrees differ without
a complete comparison of their entries. For this reason, we cannot verify tree-redundant entries
in a QTD without walking through all its entries. This requires a complete traversal of the QTD.
Traversal takes Q( N t N d log N d ) 4, which means we cannot eliminate tree-redundancy in less time
than is needed to build the QTD sequentially.
A more practical approach is to try and minimize the amount of redundancy present in the QTD
† are created. Establishing a centralized QTD in the master node introduces too much
as they
communication overhead to the algorithm. Whispering new QTD entries throughout the pool of
slave processes creates race conditions. This, in turn, could introduce false tree-redundancy
between slave processes. In the next section, we present an algorithm that avoids race conditions
and reduces the amount of tree-redundancy between slave QTD without introducing large
communication overhead. Our algorithm runs in linear time and, as such, does not add to the
overall expected compute time of our algorithm.
4.3.3.1.1 Seeded QTD Algorithm
Seeding a QTD is the process of introducing a small subset of all possible dictionary entries to
the dictionary before encoding begins. For a dataset of N dNt entries, there exist N U unique
values. Those unique values can produce Q( N U4 ) different dictionary entries. Let
dl Œ D

(4.4.15)

† to Q , the lth level of the quadtree. Then
be a dictionary entry corresponding
l
†
R(d l ) = P (d l-1 ) ¥ P ( d l-1) ¥ P ( d l-1 ) ¥ P ( d l-1 )
4

= ’ P (d l-1 )

(4.4.16)

m=1

= P (d l-1 )

4

is the probability of QTD entry d l occurring. If l = Nh, then we define R(d N h )to be the
probability of a leaf impact value appearing in the dictionary. Since leaf impact values represent
actual impact†
values at the Nh level of the quadtree,
†

4

(

R(d N h ) = P M(i, j,k )

Nh

),

†

(4.4.17)

This is assuming we have random access to the QTD entries. Without random access, the
† is Q(N N N ) .
expected time of traversal
t D d
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is the probability of M(i, j,k )

Nh

Œ U occurring. Further, we know that
M( N r ,N c ,N t )

Nh

« U = U,

(4.4.18)

) = 1,

(4.4.19)

†
which implies
†

(

Â P M(i, j,k )

Nh

In section 4.2 we stated that 99.9% of all values occurring in the original dataset take on one of a
few unique values. Let U1 be the set of unique values representing 99.9% of all values in the
† N
original dataset. If M(i, j,k ) h Œ U1 then the probability of a QTD entry generated entirely from
values within U1 is
R(M(i, j,k )

†

N h -1

) = (.999) ¥ (.999) ¥ (.999) ¥ (.999) = .961.

(4.4.20)

Thus, at level N h -1, there is a 96% chance that the dictionary entries created will be from leaf
nodes in the set U1. Now let U2 be the set of unique values generated from U1 in level N h -1. If
† N -1
M(i, j,k ) h Œ U2 then the probability of a QTD entry generated entirely from values within U2
is †
N -2
R(M(i, j,k ) h ) = (.961) ¥ (.961) ¥ (.961) ¥ .961) = .851.
(4.4.21)
†
†

Thus, at level N h - 2, there is a 85% chance that the dictionary entries created will be from leaf
nodes in the set U2, and so on up to the root level of the QTD. Table 4.1 list the probabilities of
†
l
the exclusive parents of leaf nodes where M(i, j,k ) Œ Ul-N h .
†
l
Table 4.1: Probabilities of the exclusive parents of leaf nodes where M(i, j,k ) Œ Ul-N h .
l
† l - Nh
P M(i, j,k )

(

†

0
1
2
3
4
5

)

1.0000
0.96060†
0.85146
0.52560
0.07631
0.00003

†

We can see from table 4.1 that, for the bottom four levels of the tree, we are more than 52%
certain that the new dictionary entries will come from a small subset of the possible values. This
tells us that if we can place these values in the QTD before encoding the dataset, we can expect
3Ê
Ê
N ˆˆ
N t Á N d - N U + Â Á P(M(i, j,k) N h -r ) * rd ˜˜ .
4 ¯¯
Ë
r=1Ë

†
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(4.4.22)

of the entries in the first four levels of the QTD to fall within these predictable combinations of
values. Due to this observation, our seeding algorithm places all permutations of the n most
frequently occurring values at the beginning of every slave dictionary as well as the master
dictionary. The DQTD encoding algorithm then uses these seeded dictionaries in the same
manner as before. We present the pseudocode for our new DQTD encoding and seeding
algorithms in figures 4.33 and 4.34.
Master process
DQTD seededEncoding
range = r
for p = 0 to P-1
send the sorted list of unique values, U to
slave p
endfor
perform seedDictionary(n)
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes
at level l
l-endwhile
R(k) = position attribute of Q(1,1,k) in QTD
endfor
end

Slave processes
DQTD seededEncoding
range = ÎN t /P˚
for p = 0 to P-1
receive U from the master node
endfor
† perform seedDictionary(seed_value)
for k = 1 to range
l = Èlog ÷Nd˘
while l > 1
perform appropriate Y on all TreeNodes
at level l
l-endwhile
Rp(k) = position attribute of Q(1,1,k) in QTD
endfor
end

Figure 4.33: DQTD master and slave seeded algorithms.
Master and slave processes
seedDictionary(n)
for i = 1 to NU
add dictionary entry (U(i),-1,-1,-1,-1) to dictionary
endfor
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
for k = 1 to n
for m = 1 to n
new_val =

Ê U(i) + U( j) + U(k) + U(m) ˆ
Á
˜
Ë
¯
4

add dictionary entry (new_val, i, j, k, m ) to dictionary
endfor
endfor
endfor †
endfor
end

Figure 4.34: DQTD master and slave seeding algorithms.
The DQTD seededEncoding algorithm calls the seedDictionary routine before performing the
SQTD encoding algorithm on its partial dataset. The seedDictionary routine seeds the empty
QTD in two steps. First it adds the entire list of unique values to the dictionary as leaf values.
Second, it adds the dictionary entries generated by all combinations of the first n most commonly
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occurring unique values in the dataset. As we stated above, n is selected such that 99.9% of the
values in the original dataset take on one of these n values.
4.3.3.1.2 Merging Seeded QTD
Once the DQTD encoding algorithm finishes, the master process discards the seed QTD entries
from each slave QTD. Since the seed entries were the first entries added to the slave QTD, this
is merely a matter of moving a constant number of entries forward. We then apply an offset to
the remaining slave QTD entries and append them to the end of the master DQTD. The process
is repeated for each slave QTD. We list the pseudocode in figure 4.35.
Master process
DQTD mergeDictionaries
for p = 0 to P-1
receive partial dictionary, D p from process p
receive Rp() from process p

Slave processes
DQTD mergeDictionaries
send QTD to master node
send Rp() to master node
end

for i = 1 to Nt / P
†
if Rp(i) < seed_dictionary_size
Rp(i) = ( Rp(i)
– seed_dictionary_size
+ master_dictionary_size )
endif
append Rp(i) to master list of root node dictionary indices
endfor
for i = seed_dictionary_size to N D p
for j = 1 to 4
index = index of jth child of entry D p (i )
if index < seed_dictionary_size
†
index=index–seed_dictionary_size+master_dictionary_size
endif
†
endfor
endfor
master_dictionary_size = master_dictionary_size + N D p – seed_dictionary_size

endfor
end

† and slave partial QTD merging algorithm.
Figure 4.35: DQTD master
4.3.3.1.3 Seeded Algorithm Analysis
Creating the seeded QTD takes Q( N U ) to append the set of unique values, and Q( n 4 ) to append
all combinations of unique values. We then perform the DQTD algorithm as before. Our overall
time for our DQTD seedDictionary algorithm is then Q( N U + n 4 ) . Merging the partial slave
QTD is done in a single
list of root node
† pass through each slave QTD and its corresponding
†
dictionary indices. The time for DQTD mergeDictionaries is then Q N t + P (max( N D )) .

(

†
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†

)

4.3.3.2 DQTD Algorithm Analysis
Once we merge the partial QTD, we perform the SQTD buildDataset algorithm in the master
node exactly as before. The overall running time for our DQTD seededEncoding algorithm is
then,
Ê
ˆ
Ê
ˆ
NN
QÁ N t N d + Á N U + n 4 + t D N d ˜ + N t + P (max( N D slave )) ˜
PN V
Ë
¯
Ë
¯
Ê
ˆ
ÊN
ˆ
< OÁ N t N d + Á D N d ˜ + P (max( N D slave )) ˜
Ë NV ¯
Ë
¯

(

(

)

)

(4.4.23)

†
when we utilize the list of unique values as in section 4.3.5. The running time of our
buildDataset algorithm is
†
ÊÍ N ˙
ˆ
QÁÍ t ˙N D N d log N d ˜ .
(4.4.24)
ËÎ P ˚
¯
As in the sequential case, if we randomly access the QTD, we lower 4.4.21 to
†

ÊÍ N ˙
ˆ
QÁÍ t ˙N d log N d ˜ .
ËÎ P ˚
¯

(4.4.25)

The expected speedup of our algorithm is P. To see this, note that in the buildDataset algorithm
we process P of the Nt time intervals simultaneously.
†
4.3.3.3 DQTD Algorithm Comments
Besides helping to reduce the amount of tree redundancy in the overall QTD, seeding the QTD
allows us to provide a tighter upper bound on its size. We can loosely bound ND from above by
looking at the size of the corresponding quadtrees. We know a balanced quadtree is larger than
an unbalanced quadtree, and a balanced quadtree contains at most
Ê
1 1
1 ˆ
N d Á1+ 1 + 2 + L + log N ˜
Ë 2 2
¯
2
log N
1
= Nd Â i
(4.4.26)
i= 0 2
£ 2N d
total TreeNodes. There are N t quadtrees, one for each time interval. If every node in the
quadtree contained a different value, the resulting dictionary would contain
†
N D = N t * 2 * N d = Q( N t N d )

†
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(4.4.27)

entries. Section 4.2 tells us that the values in the original dataset will not all be unique and that
they will take on one of NU unique values. This means that, in the worst case when every
combination of leaf entries combines to produce a unique dictionary entry, the dictionary will be
at most
Ê1 1
1 ˆ
N U + N t N d Á 1 + 2 + L + log N ˜
Ë2 2
¯
2
log N
1
= NU + Nt Nd Â i
i=1 2
£ NU + Nt Nd

(4.4.28)

Again, from section 4.2 we know the number of detectors will be significantly larger than the
number of unique values, thus our expected dictionary size is
†
N D = N U + N t N d = Q( N t N d ) .

(4.4.29)

While asymptotically equivalent, the dictionary is roughly half the size of the one in equation
4.4.27.
†
Seeding the QTD further reduces the expected number of entries to
Ê log N d Ê
N ˆˆ
N U + N t Á Â Á 1- P(M(i, j,k) N h -r ) * rd ˜˜
4 ¯¯
Ë r=1 Ë

(

)

(4.4.30)

Adding in the size of the seed dictionary, our new expected dictionary size is
†

†
†

Ê log N d Ê
N ˆˆ
N U + n 4 + N U + N t Á Â Á 1- P(M(i, j,k) N h - r ) * rd ˜˜
4 ¯¯
Ë r=1 Ë
Ê log N d Ê
N ˆˆ
= n 4 + 2 * N U + N t Á Â Á 1- P(M(i, j,k) N h - r ) * rd ˜˜
4 ¯¯
Ë r=1 Ë
Ê
ˆ
N
£ n 4 + 2 * NU + NtÁ d ˜
Ë 4¯
4
£ n + 2 * NU + NtNd

(

)

(

)

We know from section 4.2 that both n and NU will be small, thus we are left with
†
†
N = Q( N N ) .
D

t

d

(4.4.31)

(4.4.32)

Again, while asymptotically equivalent, the QTD is roughly eight times smaller than the size of
the one in 4.4.27. Thus, our expected QTD size is one half the size of the worst-case situation
† we can reduce the expected size by another factor of 4.
and by seeding the dictionary
The main advantage of our DQTD algorithm over our DQT algorithm is the expected memory
requirements. Both algorithms partition the original dataset identically, so we compare the size
of our QTD vs. the size of a quadtree representing a given dataset M( N d ,N t ) . Our DQT
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algorithm always produces a complete quadtree. The number of TreeNodes in the complete
quadtree representation of M is Q( N t N d ) . We stated above that the worst-case situation of our
DQTD algorithm was when every value in the associated quadtree was unique. This produced a
dictionary of size Q( N t N d ) . We also stated that we could reduce that value by a constant factor
of 8. Thus, in the worst case, we require 8 times less memory to store our QTD than the
†
complete quadtree.
†
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CHAPTER 5 CLIENT CAPABILITY AWARE CONTENT DELIVERY
Content providers traditionally have two possible solutions to the needs mismatch problem:
ignore the request or replicate the data in multiple forms. When dealing with image data, content
providers delivered multi-resolution versions of the data using wavelets and, recently, the JPEG2 standard. In both cases, the client eventually receives the entire image. As we discussed in
chapter 2, when dealing with Gigabyte and larger datasets, this may not be possible since the
requesting resource may not be able to store the entire dataset. In this chapter we propose a
method utilizing our QTD algorithm to dynamically deliver appropriately sized datasets to
devices of varying capabilities.
Rather than provide multiple versions of the data, we recursively decode the QTD on the fly.
We determine the degree to which we decode the QTD using three factors: data complexity,
network conditions, and device capabilities (see figure 5.1), which we refer to as quality of
service (QoS) indicators. Based on the overall QoS available, we pass an appropriate amount of
data to the remote device5.

Figure 5.1: The three pillars determining the QoS of content delivery: data complexity, device
capabilities, and network conditions.
5.1 Data Complexity
When dealing with SCD datasets, complexity is directly proportional to the size of the dataset.
We showed in section 4.2 that an increase in dataset size will produce an increase in RTD size,
thus when we speak of data complexity, we are necessarily speaking of dataset size.

It is important to note that when we refer to QoS here, we are referring to the QoS available
between the portal and the client.
5
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5.2 Device Capabilities
The type of device requesting the service reveals our display capabilities, memory restriction,
and processing power. Most mobile devices (with the exception of laptop computers) will have
significantly smaller displays than traditional devices. Typical resolutions for these devices
range from 120x120 for mobile phones, to 320x4806 for PDA’s. Memory restrictions refer to
both the amount of RAM and hard disk space available to the device. Processing power refers to
the CPU speed of the device.
We can store the capabilities of a device in a database and indexed by device ID. In this way, we
can quickly determine what kind of resource is requesting data without relying on large,
complicated handshaking between client and server.
5.3 Network Conditions
The network conditions include available bandwidth, network load, signal strength, and
transmission latency. Because signal strength and transmission latency are largely hardware
dependent issues, we will not address them in this dissertation. Available bandwidth has two
components: the bandwidth of the server processing the request, and the bandwidth of the mobile
device requesting the service. Since the device will usually be the bottleneck, we use its
bandwidth as our available bandwidth during calculations. Network load refers, as before, to the
load of the network from the mobile device to the resource providing the service.
Table 5.1 illustrates the download time in seconds of a 5MB file at various speeds. We assume a
14.4kbps connection in order to provide the best QoS for our weakest resource. At this speed,
we must keep the file size at or below 200Kb in order to keep the download time less than ~90
seconds.
Table 5.1: Comparison of time needed, in seconds to download a 5MB file under different
connection speeds.
Network Transfer Rate vs. Download Time for a 5MB File After n
Compressions
Number of
File Size
Compressions
(MB)
5
4
3
2
1
0
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5
2.5
1.25
.625
.313
.156

Network Transfer Rate(kbps)
14.4
2912.711
1456.356
728.178
364.089
182.044
91.022

28.8
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128

1456.356 748.983 327.680
728.178 374.491 163.840
364.089 187.246 81.920
182.044 93.623 40.960
91.022 46.811 20.480
45.511 23.406 10.240

300
139.810
69.905
34.953
17.476
8.738
4.369

As of 8/14/2002 Sony’s PEG-NR70V provided the highest available resolution at 320x480.
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5.4 QoS Calculation
Our QoS calculation is a four step process. First we look up our device capabilities in a database
of available devices to check the CPU speed and maximum amount of disc space. Next, we
quantify the data complexity, X data , as the largest depth to which we can traverse the dataset and
still produce a dataset smaller than our 200kb limit. We then look at our network indicator,
X network , and assign it a value corresponding to one of the connection speeds in table 5.1. Last, we
subtract X network from X data to give us the QoS value. We list the pseudocode for our QoS
†
calculation in figure 5.2.
†

calculateQoS(int device_id, int connection_speed, int network_load)
†
image_size
= Nt Nd
while image_size > 200000

†

image_size =

image _ size
4

†data_indicator++
endwhile

connection_speed
= connection_speed – network_load
†
if connection_speed – network_load < 15000
network_indicator = 0
elseif connection_speed – network_load < 29000
network_indicator = 1
elseif connection_speed – network_load < 57000
network_indicator = 2
elseif connection_speed – network_load < 128000
network_indicator = 3
else
network_indicator = 4
endif
QoS = data_indicator – network_indicator
if QoS < 0
QoS = 0;
endif
return QoS
end

Figure 5.2: Quality of Service algorithm.
Table 5.2: QoS comparison for two different mobile devices receiving the same data.

Palm
i705
Nokia
6310i

Data Complexity
Dataset size
Dictionary
size
143641x1743
4336800
143641x1743

4336800

Device Capabilities
Memory
CPU speed
8M

17MHz

64MB

40MHz
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Network Conditions
Network load
Connection
Speed
5.4kbps
56kbps
0.0kbps

14.4kbps

Table 5.2 shows two examples scenarios using our QoS algorithm. A 143641x1743 element
dataset requires traversal at the 7th level to produce a dataset less than 120KB. The resulting
dataset will be 117KB. Thus, our data complexity indicator is 7. The network indicator for the
Palm is 2 since its connection speed minus network load is greater than 29K, but less than 57K.
The network indicator for the Nokia is 0 since it has no network load and a connection speed of
14.4kbps. The resulting QoS values are:
QoS = X data - X network
QoSPalm = 7 - 2 = 5
QoSNokia = 7 - 0 = 7
Thus, we must decode the QTD at the 5th level for the Palm and the 7th level for the Nokia.
†
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested the serial and distributed algorithms in chapter 4 on past, current, and predicted SCD
datasets. We present the results below.
6.1 Sequential Testing

†

We compare our SQTD traversal algorithm with the GR, WT, BR, and ST algorithms on 7
sample datasets. The datasets are a representative sample of past and current SCD datasets from
the IPNS archives at ANL. In order to judge performance we examine the running time,
compression, and energy conservation of each technique when applied at different levels of
approximation to our set of sample datasets. In the case of the SQTD, GR, and WT algorithms,
we iteratively perform each algorithm. For our SQTD algorithm, we traverse the QTD at levels
N h -1 through N h - 4 . For the GR and WT algorithms, we apply successive wavelet transforms
1 to 4 times. Our BR and ST algorithms are not iterative techniques, thus for our BR algorithm
we vary the level of approximation by applying the algorithm at the 80, 90, 95, and 99% levels
of significance. We vary the level of approximation of the ST algorithm by increasing the
† of threshold ranges from 3 to 6.
number
Results show that our ST algorithm does not produce approximation datasets small enough to
compare with our other techniques, thus we use a separate metric to judge the performance of the
ST algorithm in relation to the other techniques. The adjusted energy conservation ratio is the
result of the energy conservation ratio normalized by the compression ratio. By looking at the
results of each technique with regards to the adjusted energy conservation, we are able to judge
algorithmic performance without being influenced by the size or entropy of the resulting
datasets.
In section 6.1.1 we analyze experimental running times. In section 6.1.2 we compare the
compression ratios realized by each algorithm. In section 6.1.3 we examine the energy
conservation of comparably sized datasets produced by each algorithm, and in section 6.1.4 we
present the adjusted energy conservation analysis of each algorithm and give concluding
sequential remarks.
6.1.1 Analysis of Running Times
We define running time, t, to be the actual compute time of an algorithm at a particular level of
approximation. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 plot the running times of each algorithm as we vary the level
of reduction.
In chapter 4 we saw that the expected compute times of our GR, WT, BR, and ST algorithms
were linear in the size of the original dataset. The expected compute times of our BR and ST
algorithms however, held a small constant factor independent of the level of reduction, while our
The expected compute times of our GR and WT algorithms held a constant linear to the level of
reduction. Thus, for constant sized datasets, we expect our BR and ST algorithms to take
constant time regardless of the level of reduction, while our GR and WT algorithms should take
slightly longer to perform with increasing levels of reduction.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of average running times at varying levels of reduction for our 1.7MB
sample datasets.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of average running times at varying levels of reduction for our 25MB
sample datasets.
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We also gave an expect compute time for our SQTD buildDataset algorithm that was logarithmic
in the size of the original dataset, however this was due to the possibility of having to traverse
the entire dictionary in order to recreate the original dataset. For our experimental tests, the
expect compute time is logarithmic in the size of the resulting dataset. Thus, we expect our level
1 reduction to take longer than our level 2 reduction. Specifically, we expect progressive levels
of reduction to follow an inverse logarithmic curve.
To validate the above theory, we tested each algorithm using the experimental data
corresponding to figures 6.1 and 6.2. The five hypotheses and their results are listed in table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data to validate the theoretical expected
running times of our GR, WT, BR, ST, and SQTD algorithms.
Hypothesis

Experimental Outcome

H 0 : tGR is decreasing with increased levels of reduction Reject at 85% level of significance
H1 : tWT is decreasing with increased levels of reduction Reject at 85% level of significance
Do not reject at 94% level of
significance
Do not reject at 94% level of
significance
Reject at 85% level of significance

H 2 : t BR is not constant
†
†
†
†
†

H 3 : t ST is not constant
H 4 : t SQTD does not decrese logarithmically

As we expect, we reject the hypotheses that the running times of our GR and WT algorithms
decrease with increasing levels of reduction. We also reject the hypothesis that the running time
of our SQTD algorithm does not decrease along an inverse logarithmic curve. We do not,
however, reject the hypotheses that the running times of our BR and ST algorithms are
independent of the level of reduction. We attribute this to the implementation of the algorithms.
When calculating the theoretical compute times of our BR and ST algorithms, we assume that we
create the new dataset in constant time, either in situ or by removing existing detectors. In
practice, due to the existing ISAW SDK, we must create the reduced dataset from scratch by
instantiating new detectors and filling them with the appropriate values. As we will see in the
next section, the ST and BR algorithms achieve significantly different compression at the first
level of reduction for the 1.7MB dataset than at the 4th level. This causes us to create
significantly different numbers of detectors, thus negatively influencing the running times of the
two algorithms. As a result, we cannot reject H2 and H3 based on the given experimental data.
6.1.2 Analysis of Compression
We define the compression ratio, C, of an approximation technique to be the ratio of the number
of elements in the original dataset to the number of elements in the approximation dataset. Using
our previous notation from chapter 4, we denote compression ratio as
C=

(N
(N

d approx

* N tapprox

d original

* N toriginal

).
)

(6.1.1)

We define the compression ratio at a given level of reduction, l, to be C l . Figures 6.3 and 6.4
show the average compression ratios, C l , for our GR, BR, WT, ST, and SQTD algorithms as the
†
level of reduction increases.
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Average Compression for 4 Sample 1.7MB SCD Datasets
using GR, BR, ST, WT, and SQTD Algorithms
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Figure 6.3: Average compression of our four sample 1.7MB datasets using our five
approximation algorithms as we vary the level of reduction.

Average Compression for 3 Sample 25MB SCD
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Figure 6.4: Average compression of our three sample 25MB datasets using our five
approximation algorithms as we vary the level of reduction.
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In chapter 4 we described how the GR and WT algorithms reduce the dataset by a factor of 2 at
each level of reduction. We also discussed how the BR algorithm applied at the 80, 90, 95, and
99% level of significance produces datasets no greater than 20, 10, 5, and 1% of the size of the
original dataset. We showed how the SQTD algorithm approximates up to 4 area detector values
to determine the next level approximation value, thus yielding an expected 75% reduction at
every level of reduction, and we talked about the unpredictable performance of the ST algorithm.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the average compression ratios of our GR, BR, ST, WT, and SQTD
algorithms on our 7 sample datasets. In order to test the actual experimental compression against
the theoretical compression ratio, we test each algorithm at each level of reduction
independently. We list the hypothesis and corresponding experimental outcomes in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data to validate the theoretical expected
compression of our GR, WT, BR, ST, and SQTD algorithms.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
l
l
H 0 : CGR > .5 " l Œ [1,4 ]
Reject at 95% level of significance

†

l
H1 : CWT
> .5 l " l Œ [1,4]

Reject at 95% level of significance

H 2 : CBRl > .20 l = 1

Reject at 95% level of significance

l
BR

Reject at 95% level of significance

l
BR

H 3 : C > .10 l = 2

†

H 4 : C > .05 l = 3

Reject at 95% level of significance

†

H 5 : CBR > .01 l = 4
H 6 : CST1 > CST2 > CST3 > CST4
l
H 7 : CSQTD
> .25 l " l Œ [1,4 ]

Reject at 95% level of significance

†
†

Do not reject at 80% level of significance
Reject at 95% level of significance

†
† As table 6.2 shows, our GR, WT, BR, and SQTD algorithms all performed at least as well as
expected. We could not, however, reject our hypothesis that the compression ratio of our ST
† algorithm does not increase with the level of reduction. This tells us that increasing the number
of threshold ranges did not result in increased compression. We believe this to be due to the
extremely skewed value distribution associated with SCD datasets.
From the above results, we expect our SQTD algorithm to produce lower compression ratios
than the GR, BR, ST, and WT algorithms at every level of reduction except level 1, where the
BR algorithm should produce a greater compression ratio. To confirm this observation, we
tested H0 and H1 from table 6.3 at the 95% level of significance. As expected, the BR algorithm
produced a lower compression ratio than our SQTD algorithm at level 1, thus we could not reject
H0 at l = 1. For l = 2, 3, and 4, we reject H0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis that the
compression ratio produced by our SQTD algorithm was at least as small as that produced by
any of the other techniques at level l. As well, we reject the hypothesis that the overall average
compression achieved by the SQTD algorithm is greater than that produced by the GR, BR, ST,
or WT algorithms.
In the next section we examine the energy conservation of our SQTD with respect to our GR,
WT, and BR algorithms. We do not include the ST algorithm in our hypothesis because, as we
see in figures 6.3 and 6.4, the datasets produced by the ST algorithm are significantly larger than
those produced by the other algorithms. Larger datasets possess more entropy, thus making a
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comparison based solely on the magnitude of energy meaningless. We hold off on ST energy
conservation analysis until section 6.1.4.
Table 6.3 Outcomes of statistical tests of see if the average compression ratio of our SQTD
algorithm was at least as small as the GR, BR, ST, and WT algorithms.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
l
l
l
l
H 0 : CSQTD
> min(CGR
,CBR
,CSTl ,CWT
) " l Œ [1,4]
l
l
l
l
H1 : CSQTD
> min(CGR
,CBR
,CSTl ,CWT
)

†

Do not reject for l = 1 at 95% level of significance,
Reject l = 2, 3, 4 at 95% level of significance
Reject at 95% level of significance

6.1.3 Analysis of Energy Conservation
†
Energy conservation refers to the amount of energy present in the approximation dataset with
respect to the amount of energy in the original dataset. We denote the amount of energy in a
dataset as
N d original N t original

E original =

Â

Â

i=1

k=1

(M

original

(i,k))

2

(6.1.2)

The energy conservation, Y , of an approximation dataset, M approx , is then
†
†

Y=

E approx
.
E original
†

(6.1.3)

We define the energy conservation of an approximation dataset at level l to be Y l .
We test the null hypotheses †
that the energy conservation produced by our SQTD algorithm is
less than the energy conservation produced by the GR, the BR, or the WT algorithms for
†
similarly sized approximation datasets. In order to produce similarly sized datasets, we perform a
level 2 and 4 GR and WT reduction, apply the BR algorithm at the 80 and 95% levels of
significance, and traverse the resulting QTD at levels N h -1and N h - 2 . This produces
approximation datasets reduced by factors of 4 and 16 respectively. As we stated above, the ST
algorithm does not produce datasets small enough to include in our hypothesis. We show the
results of our experiments in figures 6.5 and 6.6.
†
†
We tested each of our hypotheses the 80% level of significance. The results are shown in table
6.4. For the datasets reduced by a factor of 4, in all cases, we reject the null hypothesis that the
energy conservation produced by our SQTD algorithm was less than or equal to that produced by
the GR, BR, and WT algorithms. Figure 6.5 confirms this conclusion as we see the energy
conservation of the SQTD algorithm does not appear to be less than that produced by the GR,
BR, and WT algorithms.
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Table 6.4: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data compare the energy conservation of
the GR, WT, and BR algorithms with that of the SQTD algorithm.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
1
2
H 0 : Y SQTD < Y GR
Reject at 80% level of significance
H1 : Y1 SQTD < Y1 BR
Reject at 80% level of significance
H 2 : Y1 SQTD < Y 2 WT
Reject at 80% level of significance
2
4
†
H 3 : Y SQTD < Y GR
Do not reject at 80% level of significance
H 4 : Y 2 SQTD < Y 2 BR
†
Reject at 80% level of significance
2
4
H 5 : Y SQTD < Y WT
†
Do not reject at 80% level of significance
†
†
†
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Figure 6.5: Energy conservation for 7 sample SCD datasets reduced by a factor of 4 by our GR,
BR, WT, and SQTD algorithms.
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Figure 6.6: Energy conservation for 7 sample SCD datasets reduced by a factor of 16 by our
GR, BR, WT, and SQTD algorithms.
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For the datasets reduced by a factor of 16, the results vary. We are not able to reject H3 and H5
because the energy conserved by our SQTD algorithm for the 1.7MB datasets is, at times, nearly
half of that produced by the GR and WT algorithms. Figure 6.6 illustrates this point.
The one consistent pattern we draw from these two seemingly different conclusions is that, for
the 25MB datasets, the SQTD algorithm seem to perform better than the GR, BR, and WT
algorithms. We test two new hypotheses to validate this observation. In both cases, Y l is the
average energy conservation of the three 25MB sample datasets using a given technique. Table
6.5 shows that we reject the hypotheses that our SQTD algorithm conserves less average energy
†
than the BR, GR, and WT algorithms for 25MB sample datasets reduced by a factor
of 4 and 16.
Table 6.5: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data comparing the average energy
conservation of the GR, WT, and BR algorithms with that of the SQTD algorithm for the 3
sample 25MB datasets.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
1
2
1
2
H 0 : Y SQTD < max Y GR ,Y BR ,Y WT
Reject at 95% level of significance
H1 : Y 2 SQTD

(
< max(Y

4

GR

,Y 2 BR ,Y 4 WT

)
)

Reject at 95% level of significance

† Analysis of Adjusted Energy Conservation
6.1.4
Ÿ

The†adjusted energy conservation, Y , is the ratio of the energy conservation to the compression
ratio of an approximation dataset.
†

(
(

)
)

) E approx N d original * N toriginal
Y
Y=
=
C
E original N d approx * N tapprox

(6.1.5)
)

We define the energy conservation of an approximation dataset at level l to be Y l .
† we normalize the energy conservation, thereby allowing us to compare
By using this metric
techniques with different compression ratios on a per reduction basis.
† Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show
the average adjusted compression ratios of our GR, BR, ST, WT, and SQTD algorithms as we
vary the level of reduction for our 1.7 and 25MB sample datasets.
We now test to see if the GR, BR, ST, and WT algorithms produce a greater adjusted energy
conservation ratio than our SQTD algorithm. Because the data is normalized, we use the average
)
adjusted energy conservation, Y , to create a larger sample population for our statistical tests.
The hypotheses and their outcomes are listed in table 6.6.
)
)
Despite the appearance
of
figure
6.8,
the
difference
between
Y
and
Y
SQTD
BR is negligible at the
†
98% level of significance. Thus, we can say with confidence that our SQTD algorithm produces
an adjusted energy conservation ratio at least as large as that produced by our GR, WT, and BR
algorithms, per level of reduction.
†
†
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Table 6.6: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data to compare the average adjusted
energy conservation of the GR, WT, and BR algorithms with that of the SQTD algorithm.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
)1
)1 )1 )1 )1
H 0 : YSQTD < max YGR , YBR , YST , YWT
Reject at the 95% level of significance
)2
)2 )2 )2 )2
H1 : YSQTD
< max YGR
, YBR , YST , YWT
Reject at the 95% level of significance
)3
)3 )3 )3 )3
H 2 : YSQTD
< max YGR
, YBR , YST , YWT
Reject at the 95% level of significance
†
)4
)4 )4 )4 )4
H 3 : YSQTD
< max YGR
, YBR , YST , YWT
Reject at the 95% level of significance
†

(
(
(
(

†

)
)
)
)
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Figure 6.7: Average adjusted energy conservation of GR, BR, ST, WT, and SQTD algorithms
on our 1.7MB sample SCD datasets as we vary the level of reduction.
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Figure 6.8: Average adjusted energy conservation of GR, BR, St, WT, and SQTD algorithms on
our 25MB sample SCD datasets as we vary the level of reduction.
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6.1.5 Summary Remarks
In the sequential testing of our GR, BR, ST, WT, and SQTD algorithms, we see that our
experimental running times confirm our theoretical expected running times for each algorithm.
In the case of our SQTD algorithm, this means that for small approximations of the original
dataset, the SQTD decoding algorithm runs quicker than traditional 2D wavelet transforms. We
also see that the compression ratio our SQTD algorithm achieves is superior to that our other
algorithms achieve. In order to meaningfully compare the energy conservation of our
algorithms, we compare approximation datasets of similar sizes. When doing so, our SQTD
algorithm displays no less energy conservation on our 25MB sample datasets than the other
algorithms. As well, when we normalize the energy by the amount of reduction, we find that our
SQTD algorithm provides no less energy conservation, per level of reduction.
In the next section we examine our distributed experimental results and look at the expected vs.
experimental growth of our QTD with respect to dataset size.
6.2 Distributed Testing
We compared our DQTD algorithm with the SWT algorithm on an 8 node IBM PowerPC
POWER3 cluster of dual 201MHz processors with 2GB of RAM. Because the SNS at the
ORNL is not yet operational, we generated three sample datasets, each roughly 1GB in size, to
test our distributed algorithms. For each dataset, N d = 202500 and N t = 2689 . In order to maintain
consistency with the assertions and assumptions of section 4.2, we increase the number of unique
values in the dataset such that N U ª N t , while maintaining a value distribution similar to that of
current 25MB SCD datasets.
†
†
In order to judge performance
we examine the compression ratio, energy conservation, and
†
adjusted energy conservation of each technique when applied at increasing levels of
approximation to our set of sample datasets. Due to restricted resource availability, we do not
consider run time comparisons in our analysis. We also examine the effect of increasing dataset
size and the number of processes on resulting QTD size. We present each in turn below and
finish with concluding remarks.
6.2.1 Analysis of Compression
In chapter 4, we saw that the expected compression ratio, C, of both our DQTD and SWT
algorithms was approximately
C l = .25l

(6.2.1)

where l is the level of reduction. To validate this observation, we tested the hypotheses H0 and
† the compression ratios of our DQTD and SWT algorithms for
H1 in table 6.7. Figure 6.9 shows
varying levels of approximation on the three sample datasets.
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Table 6.7: Outcomes of statistical tests on experimental data to validate the theoretical expected
compression of our DWTD and SWT algorithms.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
l
l
H 0 : C DQTD > .25 " l Œ [1,9]
Reject at 95% level of significance
l
l
H1 : C SWT > .25 " l Œ [1, 9]
Reject at 95% level of significance
l
l
H 2 : C DQTD > C SWT " l Œ [1, 9]
Reject at 95% level of significance
†

†
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Figure 6.9: Compression ratio of our three sample 1GB datasets using our SQTD and SWT
approximation algorithms as we vary the level of reduction.
As figure 6.9 suggests, testing at the 95% level of significance, we reject hypotheses H0 and H1,
thus validating our expected compression ratios of chapter 4. We also test to see if the
compression ratio produced by out DQTD algorithm is greater than that of the SWT algorithm at
each level of reduction. Again, to three decimal places, we reject H2 in favor of the alternative
hypothesis that the compression ratio produced by our DQTD algorithm is not greater than that
produced by the SWT algorithm.
6.2.2 Analysis of Energy Conservation
We test the average energy conservation at each level of reduction and the overall average
energy conservation to see if our DQTD algorithm produces average energy conservation at least
as great as that produced by the SWT algorithm. The average energy conservation at level l, Y l ,
is the average of the energy conservation produced using each of the three sample datasets at
level l. We list the hypotheses and their results in table 6.8.
†
Table 6.8: Outcomes of statistical tests comparing the average energy conservation of the DQTD
and SWT algorithms.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
l
l
H 0 : YDQTD < YSWT " l Œ [1,9]
Reject at 95% level of significance
H1 : YDQTD < YSWT
Reject at 95% level of significance
At the 95% level of significance we reject the hypothesis that our DQTD algorithm produces a
†
smaller energy conservation ratio than the SWT algorithm through the first 9 levels of reduction.
† we see this in figure 6.10, as the plot of the average energy conservation of the SWT
Visually,
algorithm is approximately the same as that of our DQTD algorithm. Based on our rejection of
H0, we expect that the overall average energy conservation of our DQTD algorithm to be no less
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than that of the SWT algorithm. Our rejection of H1 supports this observation. We can now state
with 95% confidence that our DQTD algorithm conserves at least as much energy as a square
wavelet transform on our three 1GB sample SCD datasets.
Average Energy Conservation Produced by DQTD and SWT Algorithms on 3 Sample 1GB SCD
Datasets
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Figure 6.10: Average energy conservation produced by DQTD and SWT algorithms as the level
of reduction increases.
6.2.3 Analysis of Adjusted Energy Conservation
In section 6.2.1 we saw that our DQTD algorithm produces a compression ratio at least as small
as that produced by the SWT algorithm. In section 6.2.2 we saw that our DQTD algorithm
produces an average energy conservation ratio at least as large as that produced by the SWT
algorithm. Figure 6.11 shows the average adjusted energy conservation ratio for our DQTD and
SWT algorithms. From the results of the previous two sections, we expect that the adjusted
energy conservation ratio of our DQTD algorithm will be no smaller than that of the SWT
algorithm.
Average Adjusted Energy Conservation Produced by DQTD and SWT Algorithms on 3 Sample
1GB SCD Datasets
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Figure 6.11: Average adjusted energy conservation produced by DQTD and SWT algorithms as
the level of reduction increases.
)
We test two hypotheses to verify this observation. As before, Y l is the average adjusted energy
conservation of a 1GB sample dataset after l reductions. We list the hypotheses and their
outcomes in table 6.9.
†
As we expect, at the 95% level of significance, we reject H0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis
that our DQTD algorithm produces an average adjusted energy conservation ratio at least as
large as that produced by the SWT algorithm. Based on this outcome, we hypothesize that the
overall average adjusted energy conservation for our DQTD algorithm to be no less than the
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overall average adjusted energy conservation for the SWT algorithm. By rejecting H1 at the 95%
level of significance, we validate this hypothesis.
Table 6.9: Outcomes of statistical tests comparing the average adjusted energy conservation of
the DQTD and SWT algorithms.
Hypothesis
Experimental Outcome
^

^

H 0 : Y l DQTD < Y l SWT " l Œ [1,9]
^

Reject at 95% level of significance

^

Reject at 95% level of significance

H1 : Y DQTD < Y SWT
†
6.2.4
QTD Size vs. Dataset Size
†

Given the three generations of sample datasets used in this chapter, we examine the effect of
dataset size on the number of entries in the corresponding QTD. Figure 6.11 shows the average
number of dictionary entries for each generation of dataset. In chapter 4 we state that the
expected size of our QTD is bounded by the size of the dataset. We also state that this was a
loose upper bound. In figure 6.12 we see that the size of the QTD in practice is much closer to
NUlogNU.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of actual QTD size vs. predicted QTD size for 3 generations of SCD
datasets.
6.2.5 QTD Size vs. Number of Processors
In chapter 4 we stated that the size of the QTD would be adversely affected by increasing the
number of processors. We also stated that this increase would be approximately linear. Figure
6.13 shows the experimental effect of increasing the number processors on QTD size. We did
not include the 1GB datasets due to resource restrictions. We see that the number of QTD
entries increases approximately linearly with the number of processes for both the 1.7MB and
25MB sample datasets. To verify this observation, we tested the hypothesis that the average
QTD size did not increase linearly. At the 72% level of significance we reject this hypothesis in
favor of the alternative that the average QTD size does increase linearly with the number of
processors.
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Figure 6.13: The effect of the number of processors on the average QTD size for 2 generations
of SCD datasets.
6.2.6 Running Time vs. Number of Processors

Speedup of DQTD Algorithm on 1.7MB and
25MB SCD Datasets
4
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†

In chapter 4 we stated that the expected speedup of our DQTD buildDictionary algorithm was
(log N d ) . Figure 6.14 shows the average speedup of our DQTD algorithm on the 1.7MB and
25MB sample datasets as we increase the number of processors. Due to resource restrictions we
do not include the 1GB datasets in these experimental results. We see that for both the 1.7MB
and 25MB sample datasets, the speedup of our DQTD buildDataSet algorithm approximates a
logarithmic curve. We attribute the slight disparity in the 25MB plot to a temporary fluctuation
in the cluster utilization during the experimental run.
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Figure 6.14: The effect of the number of processors on the average running time of our DQTD
encoding algorithm applied to 1.7MB and 25MB sample datasets.
6.2.7 Summary Remarks
In this section we compare our DQTD algorithm with the SWT algorithm in a distributed setting
and confirme the theoretical behavior of our DQTD in terms of expected QTD size as dataset
size increased, and expected QTD size and algorithm speedup as the number of processors
increase. We show that our DQTD algorithm performs no worse than the SWT algorithm in
terms of compression, energy conservation, and adjusted energy conservation. As well, we show
that our theoretical upper bound on the expected number of QTD entries is accurate, though not
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tight. Through our examination of the effect of the number of processors on the number of
entries in the QTD, we show a linear increase in QTD size with respect the number of
processors. Finally, we saw that the effect of the number of processors on expected speedup
confirmed our theoretical observations by displaying logarithmic speedup with an increasing
number of processors.
We draw three general conclusions from the experimental results of this section. First, our
SQTD and DQTD algorithms perform no worse than comparable lossy compression techniques.
Second, while the expected size of our QTD is adversely affected by scaling, this is offset by the
increased performance of our algorithm. Third, our DQTD algorithm provides the advantage of
lossless, multi-resolution compression at an average savings of 59:1 for our sample 1GB
datasets.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this dissertation we addressed the needs mismatch problem in the context of Single-Crystal
Diffractometer (SCD) datasets produced by the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) at the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in Chicago, Illinois. We presented a sequential and
distributed, dynamic, lossless compression technique based on a quadtree data dictionary (QTD).
We tested our QTD algorithms using three generations of SCD datasets Gigabyte datasets in our
prototype application, Mobile ISAW. In level-by-level comparisons, experimental results show
our method performs no worse than wavelet, probabilistic, and standard tree reduction
techniques in terms of compression ratio, running time, energy conservation, and adjusted energy
conservation while achieving 59:1 compression in the average case.
By encoding the datasets in this way, we are able to dynamically decompress them at a level
appropriate to the requesting resource. This allows us to deliver appropriate responses to
otherwise inappropriate service requests and thereby solve the needs mismatch problem in the
case of SCD datasets.
7.1 Future Areas of Work
In the future we plan to extend our QTD algorithms to provide querying and manipulation of
encoded datasets. This will allow scientists to compare and contrast multiple datasets at the
same time. We also plan to extend our QTD algorithm to handle datasets produced by other
instruments at the IPNS. Lastly we plan to implement our QTD algorithm on actual Gigabyte
SCD datasets when the SNS comes online in 2006.
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APPENDIX: USER RESPONSE

Specifically, Mobile ISAW should provide the beam current, the number of neutron pulses, and
the intensity of a scattering peak during an experiment. It should provide means to choose a
spectrum by Group ID or detector angle and also allow a selected range of detector IDs to be
summed and then viewed using ISAW. It could provide information on the position of the beam
gates (open or closed), temperature logs, and run status. The compression algorithm will not
only enable the user to view the DataSet in resources of limited capability, but also help in
reducing the transfer time of these compressed files across the network. At present it takes about
2 minutes to [locally] transfer a 24 MB SCD runfile using a DSL line. 30 such files are needed
for a complete analysis resulting in a total transfer time of about 60 minutes. In the worst case
scenario the compression algorithm would provide us with at least a factor of 8 in compression
and thus the total transfer time can be cut down to five minutes or better.
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